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ABSTRACT 
How do listeners integrate temporally distributee! phonemic information into coherent 
representations of syllables and words? During fluent speech perception, variations in the 
durations of speech sounds and silent pauses can produce different pereeived groupings. 
For exarnple, increasing the silence interval between the words "gray chip" may result 
in the percept "great chip", whereas increasing the duration of fricative noise in "chip" 
nmy alter the percept to "great ship" (Rcpp ei al., 1978). The ARTWORD neural model 
quantitatively simulates such context-sensitive speech data. In AHTWORD, sequential 
activation and storage of phonemic items in working memory provides bottom-up input 
to unitiY-ed representations, or list dmnks, that group together sec!l!ences of items of vari-
able length. The list chunks eompete with eaeh other as they dynamically integrate this 
bottom-up information. The winning groupings feed back to provide top··down support 
to their phonemic items. Fcedbaek establishes a resonance which temporarily boosts the 
aetivation levels of selected iterns and chunks, thereby creating an emergent. conscious per-
cept. Because the resonance evolves more slowly than wotking memory activation, it can 
be influenced by information presented after relatively long intervening silence interval-
s. The same phonemic: input can hereby yield different groupings depending on itc; arrival 
tirne. Processes of resonant tran:;fer and competitive tearning help determine which group-
ings win the corn petition. Habituating levels of neurotransmitter along the patlrwayc; that 
sustain the resonant fccdba.ek lead to a resonant collap:;e that permit:; the fonnation of 
subsequent. rc:;onances. 
Ke.)'._':\'C_l_!C_<.I~_:" speech perception, word recognition, eonseiousnc:;s, adaptive resonance, eon-
text dfcet.s, consonant perception, neural network, silence duration, working memory, eat· 
cgoriY-at.ion, clustering. 
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1. Introduction 
How clo listeners integrate individual speech sounds, which arrive at the car as distribut-
ed and overlapping acoustic: patterns, into c:ohercnt percepts of words? Several dec:ade:o of 
quantitative re:;carc:h in p:;ycholinguistics (Cutler, Dahan, & van Don:oelaar, 1997; Lisker, 
1985; Repp, 1982; Rcpp & Liberman, 1987), c:ognitive neuroscienc:c (Margolin, 1991; iVIiller, 
Delaney, & Tallal, 1995; Rausc:hecker, 1998), and statistical pattern recognition (Lipprnan-
n, 1989; .Jelinek, 1976, 1995; Nakatani & Hirschberg, 1994) have yiclclccl important partial 
answers, hut this question continues to provide fertile ground for new investigation. For 
example, two deca.clcs a.go Repp, Liberman, Eccardt, and Pesetsky (1978) ust~cl a. recording 
of the :;entence "Did anyone see the gray ship?" to show that inc:reasing the silence inter-
val between the word:; "gray c;hip" can canst~ listener:; to perceive them as "gray chip", or 
at longer silence intervals as "great chip". Further, increasing the duration of the initial 
fricative noise of the word "drip" can induc:e a switch in the pereeption of "gray ehip" to 
"great ship", thus changing the pcrecpt of the first word by altering the beginning of the 
second word. The processes by whieh newly arriving phonernic information, snc:h as the 
initial fricative noise in "chip", can modulate the online perception of earlier oceurring 
speech c;uch as the stop consonant /t/ in "great", even across word boundaries, remain 
largely unexplained. 
In this paper, we develop a dynamical model of neural processes, called ARTvVOIID, 
that. is capable~ of integrating temporally distrilmt.ed phonemic itemc; into uniti1-ecl syllabic 
representation:; of phonemic item sequence:;, or lists. The model elucidates how infonna-
t.ion occurrinp; 4ter a given speech event can alter the dynamics of competition between 
previously activated unitized representation:; and thereby alter the percept of an earlier 
word, as in the data of I\epp et rd. (1978). In order to deal with words of variable length, 
the model introduees uniti1-edlist repre:ocnt.ations that ean selectively respond to words of 
a particular length, yet also he c;nbliminally primed hy shorter wore!;;. The Inoclcl posits 
an ongoing clymunie eompetition between nniti1-cd list. representations biased to favor the 
longest word interpretation that is consistent with the available bottom up evidence. Top-
down feedback to phonemic item rcpre;;enta.tions create;; a slowly developing resonance 
between item and list levels, whidr is sustained by tbc feedback. As new phonemic infor-
mation arrives, the hott.orn-up evidence may shift. t.o favor a. new, larger list representation 
as support for the currently most active, smaller representation weakens due to transmit-
ter habituation within the active feedback pathways. This combination of clynamie events 
can create a. resonnnt tnmsfer- from one list. representation to another, during which the 
resonance between phonemic item and list levels is :;usta.incd, and results in a seamless 
integration of phonemic information into a single unit.i7,ed percept. The model is u;oed to 
quantitatively simulate the data of Repp ct a.l. (1978). The model hereby further devel-
ops processes that have elsewhere been used to explain other speech aml language data 
(Boardman, Grossberg, Myers, & Cohen, 1999; Cohen & Grossberg, 1986, 1987; Cohen, 
Grossberg, & Stork, 1988; Grossberg, 198G; Gros:;berg & Stone, 1986; Grossberg, Board-
man, & Cohen, 1997) to explain data about irrterword integration. The main innovation of 
the AI\TWOI\.D model is to show how list chunks that represent words of variable length 
can he selec:tively aetivatccl, can compete effec:tivcly with related list chunks of different 
length, can deliver the correct levels of top-down fecclbaek to their working rncmory items, 
and can then receive the correct amounts of bottom-up feedback from these items, thereby 
generating resonances whose properties explain challenging speech data. 
2. Neural Dynamics of Phonemic Integration 
The brain processes that group sounds into coherent speech units exhibit an exquisite 
sensitivity to the temporal distribution of spectra.! energy in the speech :;trcmn. For cxarn-
ple, the speech literature has revealed a number of context effects whereby later-occurring 
information influences an earlier perceptual grouping decision. These so-called backwrml 
effects directly constrain theorie;; of how the perceptual units of language spontaneously 
fonn under variable-rate speaking eonditions. In particular, they show that the time scale 
of eonscious speech is not equal to the time scale of bottom-up processing. 
Striking exarnplm of backwards efFects cornc from phoncm.ic Tcstomtion experiments 
(Bashford, Riemer, & \Varren, 1992; Rcpp, 1992; Samuel, 1987, 1991; Warren, 1970; Warren 
& Obusck, 1971; Warren & Shennan, 1974; Warren & Warren, 1970; Warren, Hainoworth, 
Brubaker, Bashford, & Healy, 1997). "Then a phoneme, such as /o/ in "legislature" is 
excised from a word and replaced by silence ("legi-lature"), subjects readily locali%e the 
silent gap. But if the silence is replaced with broadband noise, such as a cough, subjects 
not only fail to locali%e the missing phoneme, they report hearing all phonemes as present. 
Moreover, the context of the wore! and eanier sentence detennines the identity of the 
reotored phoneme. If the /s/ in "jump on the sandwagon" is spliced out and replaced by 
noise, subjects will report hearing "bandwagon", despite the absence of the usual acoustic 
cues for the voieccl :;top c:ousorraut /b /. 
Even more strikinp; is the fact that "the rc~solving context may be delayed for two or 
three, or even rnore words following the arnbiguous wonl fragrnent" (vVarren & Sherman, 
1974, p. 156). In the phrase "[noisc]ecl is on the -", where the rcoolving eontext is 
given by the last word ("axle", "shoe", "orange" or "table"), listeners "experience the ap-
propriate phonemic restoration ["wheel", "heel", "peel", or "meal"], apparently by storiug 
the incomplete infonnatiorr until tlw necessary context is supplied so that the required 
phoncrnc can be synthcsizecl" (vVa.rrcrr & vVarrcrr, 1970, p. 32). Thus, despite the fac-
t that we do not perceive "orange" as oecuning before "peel", we appear to delay the 
fonnation of the "peel" percept until after the word "orange" arrives. In this example, 
the later occnrring top-down dfcet of meaning inHucnccs the phonemic stmcture which 
i;; c:onsc.iously perceived as coming earlier in time. These data illustrate that the brain 
mechani;;ms that generate speech percepts can integrate contextual information across a 
relatively broad temporal window and still maintain a natnra1 ordering of the linguistically 
;;ignifieant acoustie signals that rcaeh our cars. 
:1 u:;t as the semantic: context of a phrase can sha,pc the pereeptiorr of noise irrto a partic-
ular phorwmic sr~gment, the acoustic context of segmental durations in a syllable can shape 
the perception of that syllable's component phonemes. Broadly speaking, speech is char-· 
acterizecl by four types of acoustic segments (Anderson & Port, 1994): sustained energy 
concentrated in narrow frequency hand:; called .fonnnntB, the transitions linking fonnants 
to other acoustic segments, higher frequcney speetrally shaped noise, and silent gaps as-
sociated with stop and afFricate consonants. Context effects occur when the perecption of 
one phoneme is altered by changing the acoustic charaeteristic:s of nearby sound segments. 
Tmdinq relntions, by contrast, occur when a phonemic percept can remain unchanged by 
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Figure 1: Perceptual boundaries clerivecl from n'sponses (redrawn from Rcpp e-t al. (1078), 
Figure 4, p. 630. 
simultaneously changing rnore than one acoustic feature;; of the signal; these features are 
said to "trade against each other" (R.epp, 1982). The data of Repp et al. (1978) illustrate 
both context effeets and trading relations occurring across syllable bmmclarics. These ef-
fects, moreover, are distinctively "backwards", in that much later segmental features, like 
the duration of "sh" (/fl) in "ship" can alter the perception of earlier phonemes like the 
"t" (/tl) in "great". 
The rnain findings from the Rcpp ct al. (1978) cxperirnents arc illustrated in Figure 
1. This figure shows how the duration of silenee between the words "gray ship" (i.e\, the 
abscissa 8ilence cl-imLiion) ancl the cluration of the fricative noise segment III in "ship" 
(i.e., the orclinatc noi8e rlnmhon) jointly inHuence whether listeners perceive "gray ship", 
"gray chip", "great ship", or "great c:hip". The original utterance "gray ship" lies in region 
1, with no silence between the "ay" and "sh", and a fricative noise of approximately 122 
tnsec. However, when listeners were exposed to the word "gray", followed hy a silent 
interval and then "ship", they would assimilate the silence and the noise in "sit" into cues 
for the presence of a stop consonant, perceiving "gray" as "great". Given a noise duration 
of 160 msec, the "t" sound was reliably perceived at the longest silent intervals tested, 
100 mscc (sec regions 2 and 4 in Figure 1). Thus, the as~;imilation of these cues took 
place over a relatively long time span and grouped the "t" with the preceding wore! "gray" 
without filling the intervening silence with the later occuning "sh" sound. In this range, 
the perceptual representation of "great" joins the sustained formants of "ay" (/cil) in 
"gray" with the later oecurring cues for "t" (/tl). Moreover, it doc:; so acros:; the duration 
of silence instead of linking the "t" oound to the temporally contiguou:; "chip" :;ignals. 
R.cgions 3 and 4 in Figure 1 illustrate that the second word whidt listeners perceived 
can abo depend on the silence and noise durations. Simply by shortening the duration of 
the fricative noise in "ship", Repp ct al. conic! induce a ;;witch in the percept from "gray 
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ship" (region 1) or "great ship" (region 2) to "gray chip" (region 3). The transition from 
region 2 t.o region 3 is particularly interc:;t.ing. For a given silence duration, :;hortening the 
noise duration c:ausecl the perceived :;top conoonant ltl to leave the first syllable lgrcil, 
and latch onto the fricative I II to form the affricate consonant ltii ("eh"). Remarkably, 
without changing the amount. of silence separating the word;;, a variation in the initial 
sep;ment of the second word can alter perception of the jir8t word. The boundary between 
regions 2 and 3 rcvcnk. moreover, a trading; relation between silence and noise durations. 
At longer oilence clnrat.ions, longer noise durations are required in order to cue a switch 
from "gray ehip" to "great ship". Finally, in region 4, a "stop like" consonant is perceived 
in both words ··· the "t" in "great" as well as the "ch" in "ship". The transition between 
rcp;ions 3 and 4 ("gray chip" to "great chip") :;hows the paradoxical effect that increasing 
the separation of "chip" from "gray" c:an change the "gray" percept. into "great.". 
Several quec;tions about the brain's underlying perc:ept.ual rnedu1nisrns need t.o be an-
swered to develop a unified explanation of these and related data. How and why docs 
the brain generate its perceptual representations in such a way that coherent groupings 
like "gray" and "chip" can influence each other aeroso such long time c;pans? How do the 
representations emerge in such a way that. a future fionncllike "t" can leap over a preceding 
interval of silence without filling that interval with the "t" oound. iVIoreover, how docs the 
brain generate these context-sensitive perccptnal units without. altering the order in which 
the groupings arc perceived? 
To answer these qucst.ionfi, Groosberg and colleagues have poc;tula.tcd a hierarchy of 
processing lcvc~ls that arc linked together by bi-directional pathways, as shown in Figure 2 
(Cohen & Grossberg, 1086, 1087; Grossberg, 1078a, 1086). Hip;her levels in the hierarchy 
consist. of neural populations responsive t.o succeosivcly more cmnprcssed representationc; 
of activity over the lower levels. The;;e pathways contain adaptive synaptic weights that 
permit the activations of neurons within each level to cliifercntially influence the activities 
of ncnron;; in other lcveb. In other wore\;;, the adaptive pathways act as o.do.pti1J(; .filteT8 
that enable each population to selectively respond to particular activity pattcrnc; aero:;s 
adjoining lcvelo. 
At the lowest. level;; in the hierarchy, peripheral auditory neurons send signals to highcr·-
levcl nc'nrons that encode iconic scn8oTy .fcnhtTC8. A pattern of activation aeros;; these 
feature detector;;, within a srnall time interval, activates a compn)fioed iiern representation. 
For example, He ct al. (Hl97) have recently dcscribccl single·-ccll tuning to noise bursts of 
either short. or long duration in cat auditory cortex. Such cells could encode, for exan1plc, 
the distinction between "eh" -like sounclc; with brief fricative bnr;;ts and "sh" ·-like sounds 
with longer duration fricative noise. In the. perception of opecch and language, sequences 
of item representation::; arc temporarily stored in a. working rnemory as a temporal ;;uc·-
cession of sounds occurs. The working memory transforms a. scqucnee of souncls into an 
evolving spatial pattern of activation that represents the items and the temporal order in 
which they occurred (13raclski, Carpenter, Sz Grossberg, 1094; Grossberg, 1978a, 1978b). 
Network dynamics within the working memory can store the serial po;;ition of items in 
a scqucnec using a gradient of activity across the working memory item representations. 
In the present simulation;;, parameters were set. in the working rnemory so that a recency 
gradient emerged; that i:o, the most. ac:tive item representations correspond to the most 
rcc:ent. event.;;. As later network processes alter the activity levels in the working memory, 
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they pre;;erve relative activities across items, and thus serial order information. Other tCJn-
poral gradients could be generated, depending on network parameters, notably primacy 
gradients in which the least active item activities correspond to the least recent events, or 
bowed gradients in which item activities arc largest at the beginning and end of a list; sec 
13radski et al. (Hl94) for cxarnples. 
The activity patterns across the itcm-and-onler working memories, in turn, activate 
h1t chnnb, which arc unitized, context-sensitive representations of a particular temporal 
sequence of items. These list chunks may represent, for example, phonemes, syllables, 
or words. 13ecause each pattcm across the working memory represents both items and 
their order of aetivation, the list chunks encode particular list sequences. Aetive list 
chunks feed back to the item working memories to support the neural activations there 
via reciprocal connections. At the same time, top-down feedback suppresses items in the 
working memories that arc not represented by the active list chunks via a nonspecif-ie 
inhibitory gain control pathway. These interactions between the chunking network ancl 
the working memory namely, non-specif-ic top-down inhibition eomhinccl with spceific 
top-down conf-irmation of expeeted items ean naturally begin to explain aspects of 
some speedt perceptual phenomena. For cxa.rnple, in phonemic restoration cxperirncnts, 
broadband noise may be perceived as difFerent. phoncrnes depending on the eontcxt. These 
percepts may be attribntecl to a process by whieh active list clmnks use their learned top-
clown expectations to select the noise components that arc conr;istcnt with the expected 
fonnants and suppress those that arc not (Grossberg, HHJ5, 1999d). F\1turc infonnat.ion 
can inHucnec this selection proeess because list chunk feedback is delayed in time relative 
to the bottom-up arrival of signals. 
vVhcn a phonemic sec1uence present in the working n1ernory excites, and receives con-
finnatory top-clown feedback frorn, a list chunk m dmnks, the positive feedback loop that 
is hereby created enhances activity in both l1clcls through a process known as ?"e8071Jmcc. 
The model proposes that when lir;t.encrs pen:eivc' Hucnt speech, a wave of resonant activity 
plays across the working memory, binding the phonemic: i terns into larger language nni ts 
and raising them into the listener's COllo<:ious pereeption (Grossberg, 1978a, 1986). 
The specification of resonant dynamics within a speech perception neural network rnust 
solve a key problem: The nmltiplc time scales that arc used to activate and group phonemic: 
items need to be coordinated to form a unified speech percept. In particular, the processing 
of acoustic information prior to its storage in the working mcrnory unfolrls on a very rapid 
time scale consonants, for cxarnplc, arc typically uttered in tens of millisecomls. As 
iterns becornc rapidly activated by their partially compressed auditory codes, they arc 
stored in. a working memory that preserves them on a slower time scale, even as they 
activate list drunks. The elmnks also become active on a slower time scale, since their 
botton1-up cviclencc is only eompletely available once all the itcn1s in their list have bcm 
presented. vVord durations arc typieally lmndrccls of milliseconds, and rnany words cannot 
be reliably perceived until wdl after their accmstie offsets (13arcl, Shillcoc:k, & Altmann, 
1989; Grosjean, HJ85). In addition to the response tirncs oflist drunks and items in working 
mcrnory, the intemci'ions between the dmnks and items create an emergent resonance time 
scale that reac:ts quickly enough to keep up with the incoming spccc:h stream, hut slowly 
enough to allow contextual infonnation to afrcet it, as in phonemic: restoration and Tiepp d 
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rd. (1978) data. The eontext-:-;cn:;itive resonanec time :-;eale is propo:;ed to be the primary 
eoorclinating factor. Aeeorcling 1;0 this hypothe:;is, speeeh is pereeived only when both 
phonemic: items and their ehunks are eo-aetive in a resonant loop, and henee the rate of 
conscious speech is equal to the time scale of the resonance between multiple proces;;inp; 
levels. The variously timed factors that determine the rate of resonanee, and hcnec the rate 
of conseious speech pereeption, may themselves not be available to introspection. Only 
together do these finely timed proee;;ses generate a wave of resonant aetivity eorrcsponding 
to the conscious stream of speech percepts. 
Under the as:;umption that the consciou;; speech code is a resonant wave, the dynamics 
governing the propagation of the wave also delimit the temporal window in which items, 
activated by bottonHrp inputs, can be bound together into a larger con:-;cious pereept. 
A large body of data in the speech literature has examined the temporal constraints on 
the perception of phonemes and words in specific contexts. One major dfcet concerns 
the fusion, doubling, or breaking of a set of consonants. Rcpp (1980) studied the silence 
durations that allow different consonants in VC CV pairs to be perceived as two eonsonants 
rather than one. In partieular, he investigated when /Ib/-/ga/ and /Ib/-/ba/ arc perceived 
as /Iga/ and /Iba/, respectively. Repp's data revealed that a silent interval approximately 
150 msee longer was required to perceive two oecnrrences of the :;ame consonant (e.g., 
the gcm.inntc consonant pair in /Ib/)ba/) than to perceive two different consonant;; (e.g., 
the cln8ic1· consonant pair in /Ibf-/ga/). Grossberg et rd. (Hl97) have modeled how the 
perceptual di:;tinction between the duster and geminate stop consonants can be explained 
by the dynamics of speech resonance. In brief, if the representation of / g/ becomes active 
while the representation of /b/is aetive, then /g/ begins to actively inhibit /b/ while 
initiating its own rmonance. In contrast, if the second occurrence of /b/ arrives while the 
first is already resonating, then it can extend the ongoing resonance and thereby prolongs 
the fused twrcept /Ibaj. The first /b/ resonance must self-terminate (by a process called 
habituativc collapse that is later explained) before a second /b/ resonance can be initiated 
awl perceived. 
These simulations illustrated how resonance between working mcrnory items am! dmnks 
can contextually rcorgani%c temporally variable presentations of inputs into perceptually 
fused or separated percepts, depending on the phonetic context. In addition, while the 
Grossberg et rd. (1997) model ;;imula.tions do not incorporate learning of these interac-
tions, the model developed therein belongs to a broader theory called Adaptive lle:;onanee 
Theory, or ATI.T, which describes how learning occurs within the pathways that mediate 
these interactions and thereby builds the list rcspresenta.tions that arc eapahlc~ of temporal· 
ly defonning itcrno into larger wore! groupings (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg, 
1999h; Grossberg & Stone, 1086). 
Other speech clata suggest that the rate at which resonances develop is sensitive to 
more global aspects of the incoming speech. For example, Bashford ct nl. (1988) found 
speech-rate effect;; in the perceived continuity of fluent spec~ch. \Vhen a spoken passage 
was interrupted by silence or noise, the mean duration of the interruption necessary to be 
detec:tccl varied with the rate at which the passage was presented. For a noise interruption, 
the detection threshold was very dose to the average word duration in the passage. This 
result held for each of three speech rates tested. Thus, an estimate of the mean rate of the 
incoming speeelr appears to rnoclulatc the rate at which resonance unfolds. 
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These eonsiderations converge on two prominent issues in the modeling of phonemic 
integration. The first issue concerns how to design the working memory so that it stores 
scqucnees of items with a representation that i::; ( approxirnately) independent of speaking 
rate. Such a working memory reprc::;entation helps to explain how variations in segmental 
durations corresponding to different speech rates can determine the perceptual distinction 
between the stop consonant /b/ and the glide /w /: If the vowel /a/ in the syllable /ba/ 
is shortened sufficiently, then the syllable rnay be perceived as /wa/, despite identical 
spectral energy in the initial fonnant frequency transitions. The particular backwards effect 
whereby vowel duration detcnnincs whether listeners perceive /ba/ or /wa/ is an example 
of rlltmiional contmst. Durational eontrasts occur when a segment of given duration seem:; 
longer in the context of a ::;hort segment than in the c:ontext of a long segment. This 
perceptual effect is consistent with the existence of a rate-based sealing mechanism that 
maintains relati11e activation levels in the working mernory over variable speech rates. 
Durational contrasts occur in other phonemic: contexts as well, as when the perception of 
the affrieatc /tJ/ in /tJa/ can "switch" to the fricative /J /,when the following vowel /a/ 
is shortened (Kluender & \Valsh, HISS). These durationa1 contrast phenomena illustrate 
how changing the relative duration of the working memory inputs (for example, how /b/ 
is processed relative to a short or long /a/) can change the hypotheses :;clceted by the 
grouping network (/ba/ or /wa/). 
Recently, Boardman et a,l. (1999) developed a working memory model, called PHONET, 
that was used to quantitatively simulate how the /ba/ )wa/ distinc:tion depends on the 
subsequent vowel duration. The model begins to provide a more sen:;itive account of how 
speech preprocessing influences how working memory items arc dcii.ned ancl interact. Such 
preprocessing, can for example, alter the fusion intervals in experiments such as those of 
Tiepp (1980). 
In particular, PHONET proposes that speech is separated into transimt (e.g., for-
mant transitions in consmmnts) and sustained (e.g., vowel) components, and that sepa.ratc 
working memmics arc activated that arc sensitive to these tran:;ient ancl sustained portions 
of the speech stream. The model also proposes how interactions between these working; 
memories can :;tore rate-invariant representations of phonemic items. In the model, as 
diH"erent formant transitions excite cliH'crent transient working memory cell:;, network in-
teractions enable thi:; working rnemory to e:;timate the input rate. Output :;ignals from 
the transient working memory act to modulate, or control the gain of, the processing rate 
in the sustained working memory. In other words, when the system clctcnnincs that initial 
transitions arc arriving more rapidly, it sets the vowel processing channel to a correspond·· 
ingly higher integration rate. The transient-to-sustained gain control tends to preserve the 
nlati11e aetivitie:; across both working memories as speech rate changes. The stored ac-
tivities provide a basis for rate-invariant perception. The PHONET model quantitatively 
clc:;cribes how phonetic category bomrclarics can shift as a function of speech rate (lV!illcr 
& Liberman, 1979; Miller, 1981). The need for rate-invariant representations, however, 
docs not prceluclc the existence of other working memories that arc scn:;itive to rhytlnnic 
information, and other forms of prosodic information in general. In the model developed 
below, the working rnernory stores temporal order information in a rate-invariant way, bnt 
prosodic interplay needs to be an important component of any larger model (Cutler ct al., 
1997; Grossberg, 1986; Mannes, 1993; Pitt & Sarnucl, 1990). 
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The second issue concerns how to design the list grouping network that resonates 
with the working memory. This network nmst be able to pick out the best hypothesis 
consistent with the available bottom-up data. In some instances, even small list clmnks 
may be sele<:tcd and rnay command their own resonances, while at other times these small 
chunks are supplanted through time by larger chunks as new bottom-up data streams in. 
For exarnplc, consider the perception of the word "great". The initial fmmant transitions 
specifying the /gr/ duster and the following diphthong /ei/ jointly represent. the word 
"gray", and so a list chunk GRAY may bcconre active prior to the arrival of the word-final 
jtj. However, even within the /grci/ sequence, the list. chunk R.AY has evidence frorn all 
its constituent phonemes because both the /r/ and /ci/ codes arc active in the working 
mcrnory. In fact, when the stop consonant /t/ arrives in the working rnemory, at least five 
list ehunks that arc thernselvco words ATE) RAY~ GR.AY, R.ATE, a11cl GitEAT ean 
he assumed to be in active competition to establish a resonance with the phonemic codes 
in working memory. The design of the dmnking network ensures that the largest dmnk 
receiving aetivity from all of its phonemic inputs will win this competition. Due t.o the 
eompetit.ion, or masking, bc~tween these multiple-scale dmnks, such a network has been 
called a nwBking field (Cohen & Grossberg, 1986; Grossberg, 1978a, 1986). In order for a 
masking field to work correctly, its li:;t. dmnks must exhibit. li8i 8clcct-ivity; that is, until all 
items :;upport.ing a given clmnk receive bottorn up activation, that dmnk can not become 
aetive enough to engage in a re:;onant feeclbaek loop. In the example above, if the /t./ were 
not to arrive in the working memory within a suitable temporal window, then dcspiiP t.hc 
ma:;king field's bias towards larger chunks, dmnk GRAY would win the competition over 
drunk GREAT ancl would rcoonate with its item;; in the working memory. 
lvlasking fields were introduced to solve a problern that. is called the temporal clmnking 
pr·oblcm. (Cohen & Grossberg, 198G; Grossberg, 1978a, 1984, 1986). This is the problem 
of uniti%ing an internal representation for an unfamilia.r list of familiar speech units; e.g., 
a novel word compooed of familia.r phonemes or :;yllahlcs. In order to even know what the 
novel list is, all of its individual items muot fir:;t be presented. Thus, before the entire list 
is fully preoentccl, all of its sublists will also he presented. \Vhat mechanismo prevent the 
familiarity of these smaller units frorn forcing the list. always to be processed as a sequence 
of individual units, rather than eventually as a new fmniliar uniti%Cd whole? How docs a 
not-yet-established word representation overcome tlw :;alienee of wcll-eotahlishecl phoneme 
or syllable representations? 
A masking freld docs this by giving the chunks that represent longer lists a prcwired 
competitive advantage over those that represent shorter sublist.s. The intuitive idea is that., 
other things being C<jmil, the longest lists arc better predictors of subsecptent events than 
arc shorter subli:;ts that cornprisc the longer list, because the longer li:>t embodies a more 
unique tcrnporal context. As a result, the n priori advantage of longer, but unfamiliar, 
lists enables them to compete cfFc<:tivcly for activation with shorter, but. familiar, sublists, 
thereby suggesting a solution of the tcrnporal dnmking problem. 
It has elsewhere been shown how such a masking field can develop from simple de-
velopmental growth laws (Cohen & Gros:;berg, 1986). It has abo been shown how it can 
naturally explain key clat.a about list coding, such as the Magic Number Seven Plus or 
Minus Two (Grossberg, 1978a, 1986; Miller, 1956). Properties of the masking field also 
anticipated data about sudr properties as t.lrc wore! length effcet (Samuel, van Sant.cn, & 
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Johnston, 1982, 1983), which shows that a letter ean be progre:osivdy better recognized 
when it is embedded in longer words of lengths from 1 to '1. This property follows frorn 
the greater weight given to longer list chunk;, together with the efFect of these list chunks 
on their working memory items via top-clo-wn feedback; sec Grossberg (198G) for further 
disen;;;;ion. 
Until the prc:ocnt. t.irnc, all masking field simulations have been done using only bottom-
up inputs from a working memory in order to demonstrate how longer list dmnks can 
inhibit shorter list. d1rmks without a loss of selectivity, how longer li:;t chunks can be 
primed by bott.onr-up evidence from their sublists, and how the distribution of activity 
anoss the rnasking field can become more focused as rnore bottom-up evidence become:; 
available (Cohen & Grossberg, 1986, 1987). The present article takes the rnajor step of 
showing how a nmltiplc-scalc masking field can be incorporated into a feedback loop with a 
working memory, with both bottom-up and top-clown interactions operating COlltinuously 
through time, and how the ensuing resonallt dynamies of this feedback loop can be u:;ed to 
quantitatively simulate challenging rlata about phonemic grouping data in human speedr 
perception, notably data about context-sensitive baekward cffcet:; in time. 
Thus, in the ADTvVODD n1oclcl clcvelopccl below, phonemic representations dynam-
ically emerge through working mernory and masking field feedback intcraetions oo as to 
support the pcrceptioll of different combinations of the words "gray", "great.", "ship", 
allcl "drip" aceorcling to the segmental durations of silence alld fricative noise. The :;erial 
position infonnation in tluosc representations cnrcrgcs frorn several interactive properties. 
Fin>t, there arc the different position-sensitive activity levels of iterns stored in working 
memory. Second, there arc different relative sizes of the bottom-up allcl top-clown weights 
in the pathways between the working memory items and the list dmnks. vVhen the working 
memory aetivitic:; are filtered by the bot.torll-up weights, those list dmllk:; arc activated 
most whose weight.:; best match the activity pattern across the working memory. After 
conrpetitimr selects a subset of winning chunks, the order information represented by thenr 
determines the percept that arises through resonance. 
The degree to which two dmnks in the masking field compete with each other dcpcllcls 
on how nruch they :;hare inputs from phonemic items. Clmllks like GRAY ami CHIP 
arc not in strollg cmllpctition with each other, because the t.wo chullks have llO common 
input from phonemic item coclcs ill the working memory. Doth dmnko, however, compete 
with the GREAT dmnk, becau:;c of shared item codes. In partienlar, GREAT and GD.AY 
both receive input. from the /g/, /r/, awl /ci/ items, while GD..EAT and CHIP arc both 
sensitive to the initial noise prc~sent in the items /t/ and /tf /). Likewi:;c, the d1unks 
encoding GREAT and SHIP both inhibit. the CHIP chunk, but do not strongly inhibit 
each other. Ill general, tlw greater the overlap of item input between two chunks, the 
greater the strength of the inhibitory interaction between those chunks. Previous work 
has shown that the rules governing the cornpeti tion between ma:;killg fidel chunks can self-
organize during clcvdopmcnt using aetivity-dependcnt self-similar cell growth laws (Cohen 
& Grossberg, Hl8G, 1987). Although the present model considers how only a single list. 
dmnk level works, one call imagine that a hierarchy of sud1 levels exists in which higher 
levels can code larger language eontcxt.s, as well as smaller groupings that can propagate 
across levels. 
In the ARTPHONE model (Grossberg ct rd., 1097), the PHONET model (I3oarclrnall 
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et nl., 1999), and the ARTWORD model cleveloped below, quantitative sirnulations of 
isolated data sets arc provided to illu:;trate how general principles of network processing 
can explain particular context effects and trading relations. The speech literature is replete 
with data on other context cffcets, in which the ternporal properties of :;peeii1c scgrncnt 
types, play important roles in their perception. Neither previous models nor ARTWORD 
have been developed to the point where all of these details have been incorporated into 
the network dynamics. These models have only begun to address the role of contextual 
temporal factors in :;pecdr perception, using simplified inputs in their simulations. ·while 
a completely realistic level of <[uantitative specificity remains a goal for future work, the 
previous and current ART models all contribute to the gradual elucidation of the dynmnical 
processes that are involved in speech perception. In particular, ARTvVOR.D i:; pcrhap:; the 
fir;;t real-time rnodel of speech perception that sinrulat.es speech context effects u;;ing a 
chunking network which generate;; retroactive rc-segmentations of phonetic input;; that 
can leap backwards in time over the silent interval that separates two words. 
3. ARTWORD: Adaptive resonance in word perception 
The processes by which auditory signals activate phonemic item codes in the working 
memory, excite dmnks in the masking field. and dose a resonant feedback loop have been 
described within the frarncwork of a.dapti-ue Te8onnnce theory, or ART (Gro;;sberg, 1976a, 
197Gb, HJ80). ART principle;; and rncchani;;ms have been usee! to explain data about visual 
development, perception, learning, and object recognition (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991; 
Chey, Grossberg, & lVliugolla, 1997; Gros:;berg, 1994, 1999b; Gro:;sberg & Merrill, 1996; 
Grossberg & Williamson, 1998, 1999; Grunewald & Grossberg, 1998). Within the domains 
of audition, speech perception, and language, ART models have been developed to explain 
data on auditory streaming (Grossberg, 1999c} word recognition and recall ( Gros:;bcrg 
& Stone, 1086), manner distinctions in consormnt perception (Doa.rdman et rd., 1999), 
and consonant integration and segregation in VC-CV syllables (Grossberg et rd., 1997). 
These rnodcls embody several key ART design principles, including storage of temporal 
pattcru information via the phonemic representation in working memories, automatic gain 
control to maintain rate inva.riancc, and top--down matching to confirm expected bottom·· 
up activation. Iu the prcscut article, a model called ARTvVORD applies these principles 
to the integration of multiple phonernic items into larger pcrc:ept.ualnnits by incorporating 
a multiple-·sc:ale masking Held into a wore! recognition model. 
The AHTWORD rnodel is shown sdrcrnatically in Figure 3. Doth the working nrcmory 
am! list drunk levels in Figures 2 and 3 can represent phonetic features, phonemes, syllahl<:s, 
awl words, albeit in different ways. The phonetic cortex hclpc; to determine which type 
of representation erncrges. "While it is still an open issue among psyc:lrolinguists whether 
phonemes arc extracted prior to word idcntif1c:at.ion, numerous data indicate tlrat the 
nervons system pcrfonm; an analysis of incoming speech into relatively prirnitivc neural 
responses before resynthesizing thcnr into a nnitizcd percept. Exaetly what the features, 
and the corresponding levels, represent remains an area of active research. In ARTvVORD, 
these features correspond to standard units of psycholinguistie analysis of English. In 
general, the psycholinguistic: data relevant to a given language will determine what units 
arc present in cadr model level. 
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In ARTWORD, bottom-up processing of the acoustic signal, transduced through a 
learned acoustic-phonetic mapping, produces activation of item representations in the 
working memory (Fig. 4A). A;; each suh:;equent phonemic itcrrr i;; activated by curren·· 
t bottom-up input, competition within the working memory forces previously activated 
items to become less (t.ctivc, thereby forming a n~cency gradient wherein the most recent 
items are most active (Fig. 4I3). Similar condusions can be drawn if pararneters are cho-
;;en to yield a primacy gradient in working memory. These short- terrrr rnemory dynamics 
within the working rnemory network have been elaborated in the STOHE working memory 
rnodcls; e.g., I3radski et al. (1994). 
As the items exceed a critical threshold level of activation in the working rnernory, they 
exeitc masking fidel dmnks that are tuned to prescribed activation patterns across the 
working memory iterns. Only those list elmnks that receive inpnt from all their item eoclcs 
will reach supralirninal activity (Fig. 4C). As each list chunk receives its fnll complcrnent 
of hot tom-up activation, it crosses a positive feedback threshold ancl begins to support the 
items that excited it.. Aclditiona1ly, it sends inhibitory signals to the other li;;t chunks in 
the masking f1clcl. Other things being equal, the list drrmko that receive input frorn the 
largest array of items in the working memory (up to some maximal list length) have the 
strongest masking parameters, so they send the strongest inhibitory signals to the other 
drunks. In this way, tire drunk with the rno::;t bottom-up ::;upport begins to hold sway 
within the masking field, and is able to suppress the cornpcting li;;t dmnks and csta.hlislr 
resonance with its worLing memory items (Fig. 11C). The resonance between the masking 
iiclcl and working rncrnory is clrarac·tcrized by high activity level;; among the items and the 
drunk(s) they select, a.nd by suppressed activity among tire other chunks and items. The 
chunk-item positive feedback signals arc transmit.ted in both directions via the adaptive 
filters linking the two neural fields. For the clnrntion of the resonance, both the resonating 
chunk and its items attain higher levels of activation than would be attained in a non-
re::;onaut ota.te. This "resonant hoost" of activation io proposed to represc:nt. the percept 
that emerges when the bottom-up input interacts with top-clown expectation:;. 
For a ::;equencc of resonant events to occur during fluent ;;pcech perc:eptiorL tire positive 
feedback loop of any one resonance cannot continue indefinitely. Instead, the network is 
n:.set into a non .. resonant state, oo that the next resonanc:c can be initiated. Two AHT 
control structures govern reset of network activities. The first, known as m.i.sm.aich re-
8ct, occurs when new phonemic infonnat.ion arrives which is sufficiently different. from tire: 
currently active working mernory pattern to warrant an arousal hurst that rapidly resets 
activity in the masking field (Carpenter & Gros::;berg, 1991; Gros;;beq~ eta!., 1997; Gross-
berg & Stone, 1986 ). The c:nrrcntly active items in the working memory reflect t.he most 
active hypothesis in the dmnking network that i::; consistent. with the top-clown feedback 
from the reoonating chunk. The bottom-up input is compared with these items within the 
model's orienting .sy.stem., whose cells arc sensitive to misrnatdrcs between bottom-·up and 
top-clown information. If the rnismatc:h is great enough to exceed a vigilance threshold, 
then a nonspecific: arousal hurst is emitted from the oricntin_c; system and quickly drives 
drunk aetivity in the masking field to zero ancl shuts down its top-clown feedback. The 
working memory activity pattern c:an then select a different drunk with which to establish 
a new resonanec. 
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Figure 4: AHTWOHD perception cycle: (A) J3ottonHr]l activation. Acoustic inputs arc 
processed and stored as phonetic itcrns in working memory. (l3) Chunk cornpctition. A 
sequence of phonetic items forms a recency gradient in working memory. The list chunks 
. . 
which arc activated hy these items compete with each other in the masking field. (C) 
Item list chunk resonance. The winning chunk crossco the resonance threshold, and enters 
a positive feedback cycle, exciting itself and its phonetic items in the working memory. 
(D) Chunk reset clue to habituativc eollapse. As neurotransmitter levels habituate, the 
signals between levels fall below the resonance threshold, and the positive feedback cycle 
is broken. The vertical gray bars designate the activation of the corresponding itcnr or list 
dnrnk. 
Figure 4. 
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The second reset mechanism, called habitnni'ive collapse (Grossberg et nl., 1007), pro-
vides a means for resonances to Sc)lf-termina.t.e in the abo;ence of externally o;timulated reset 
signals (Fig. 4D). Thi;; occurs when the synaptic neurotransmitters that eonvcy excitatory 
activity between the working memory and the masking ficlcl habituate. The transmitter-
s replenish at a slower rate than they are inactivated when signaling occurs along their 
synaptic pathways, so sustained activity between items and chunks results in an eventual 
depression of available transmitters and a consequent cessation of resonance ( Grossber,g, 
1086). ART models have used properties of habituation, or depression, to explain a va-
riety of perceptual phenomena., ranging from visnal persistence a.ncl afterimages (Francis 
& Gro:;sherg, 1006; Francis, Grossberg, & IVIingolla, 1004; Gro:;c;berg, 1076a) to phonemic 
integration and segregation (Gro:;sberg ei nl., 1007). 
Complex dynamics can arise within the competitive environment of the masking field 
before the network sctt.leo into a stable resonant state, as illustrated in Figure 5. In 
partieular, variations in the amount of bottorn-up eviclenee for particular items in the 
working mernory can shift the balance within the rnasking field c·ornpetition. Consider, for 
example, a masking field that is tuned to cxpcet the three drunks, vVX, XY, and YZ, where 
the drunks WX and YZ both strongly inhibit. tire drunk XY beeause of the shared items X 
andY, hut WX and YZ clo not. actively inhibit each other (Fig. 5A). If the bottom-up input 
supports tire activation of the itcrns W and X, followed by Y and Z, then all masking field 
drunks reeeive partial evidence from the active iterns in the working rnemory. Tire c·hunk 
XY, though, rceeivcs combined inhibition from the other two drunks, while the other two 
dmnks arc inhibited only by chunk XY. Such a scenario supports the co1npehti11C tean1.inq 
of the two c1nmks vVX and YZ against the c;ingle chunk XY. The tcarnecl dmnk:i, then, win 
the eompetition and establish the scquenee \VX and YZ of rcsom1.ncco with the working 
memory. If the inputs to the working memory were, instcacl, VI/ followed by a. sustained 
or cloublccl X, followed by Y, then under suitable temporal eonditions, the network eould 
generate a scqucnee of \VX and XY rcsonanecs. In this exmnple the possibility of a vVXY 
rcsonanec is precluded because no such dmnk is assumed to exist in the masking Jiclcl. 
Competitive tearnin.g illustrates how differences in such input parameters as duration can 
result in different perceived groupings. 
In aclclit.ion to conrpctitivc teaming, a phenomenon of n.wnant tmn.lfeT can occur when 
an additional input is added, after a suitable delay, to an already presented list of items. 
By this means, a resona.nc:e with the initial list ean occur during the delay, hut can be 
seamlessly replaced by a larger grouping as the temporal context unfolds. For example, 
consider a. masking Held containing the chunks XY and XYZ, and assume that items X 
andY arc presentee! sequcnt.ia.lly, stored in working mernory, and initiate a resonance with 
drunk XY (Figs. GB-C). Suppoo;c that an additional item, Z, is then presentee! as the XY 
resonance is winding clown clue to habituative eollapse (Fig. 5D). The resonating c·lmnk 
XY is then temporarily at a disadvantage in any cn:;uing masking fidel eompetition. Since 
there is a drunk XYZ present in the network, it has already been primed by the previously 
supported X and Y items and can thus initiate an XYZ resonance shortly after item Z is 
presented. During resonant transfer fronr chunk XY to drunk XYZ, the resonance shifts 
from the smaller chunk to the larger dmnk. There is only a narrow temporal window under 
which such a transfer can occur. For example, if the final itern occurs too late, the prior 
items will have fallen to lower activation levels, rendering them incapable of supporting a 
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Figure 5: Grouping conoequcnccs of c·.orupetitivc tcarning (A) and rmonant transfer (D)-
(D). In (A), each chunk receives complete support from its items, but chunk XY gets twice 
as much inhibition from competing drunks as do \VX and YZ. Thus XY will not resonate, 
despite its large bottom-up input. In (D)-(D), items x ancl y initiate resonance with chunk 
XY (D-C), but when itcrn ~ arrives as the dnmk XY resonance weakens, clmnk XYZ builds 
on its partial activation by x and y to fonn an XYZ resonance (D). 
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larger list resonance. The "final" itenr would then be treated by the system as a single 
item, or the initial item of a later list. 
The two dynamic processes of resonant transfer and competitive teaming show how 
a rnasking field c:an go beyond the single-item grouping simulations in Grossberg et nl. 
(1997) to explain multiplc-itern grouping data, suc:h as the data of Repp et nl. (1978). The 
ART processes desc:ribccl above are defined mathematically and illustrated with computer 
simulations below. Before presenting the nrodcl, we first describe in detail the relevant 
perceptual clata of Repp et al. (1978) ancl others. 
4. Identification and grouping of stop and affricate consonants into words 
To perceive speech, listeners must integrate acoustic: infonnation on multiple levels 
and time scales (Repp, 1988). The coarticulation of eon:;onants and vowels during speech 
produces an overlapped, interwoven arrangement of sound:; that is perceived a:; a tempo-
ral succession of phonemes (e.g., Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler and Studdert-Kennedy, 
1967). vVhidr phoneme:; arc perceived depends crucially on the surrounding context, in-
dueling the duration of :;ilcnce, or the lack of acoustic energy, in ongoing speech. The 
classical stmly of Bastian, Eimas, and Liberman (1961) established in tape-spliting ex-
perirnents that if a short interval of silence is spliced between the /s/ and /lit/ portion 
of the word "slit", li:;tcners pcrc:cive the result as the worcl "split". The :;ilcnt interval 
artificially in:;crtecl into the signal is sufficient to enc the perception of the voiceless stop 
consonant /p/. The experiments of Bastian ct rt.l. (1.961) thus showed that the absence 
of aeon:;tic energy can generate the pc:recived pre:;enee of a speech sound. These Bilcncc 
c11.ed 8top consonants, and the acon:;tic parameters that c:ontrilmte to their perception, 
have since been the subject of detailed study, in the /s/-/1/, "say" "stay", "sa" ":;pa", 
and other context.:; (Dailey & Snnuncrfidd, 1980; Donnan, Raphael, & Libennan, Hl79; 
Fitch, Hawlcs, Erick:;on, & Liberman, 1980; Repp, 1984, 1985; Snrnnwrfield, Bailey, Seton, 
& Donnan, 1981). 
'I'hc princ.ipal explanation given for listener:;' perception of :;ilenc:e-cued stop c:on:;onants 
stems from a proposed spccc:h-:;pccific: mode of perception that. rm1kec; reference to tac:i t 
knowledge of the articulatory gestures which produce stop eon:;onants. Explanations at the: 
level of purely p:;ychoaeoustic interaction:; have al:;o been considered, hut several :;tndic::; 
seemed to argue against these. For example, with training, listencrc; can selectively attend 
to broadband noise in noise-silcnce-/laet/ :;timnli and thereby avoirl perceiving a :;top (/p/ 
or /b/) (llc:pp, 1985). Alw, listc:nen; failed to perceive a stop in analogs of /sci/..fstei/ 
constrnet.ed from broadband noise (analogous to /s/) ancl :;inc wave tone:; (analogou:; to 
the formants of /ci/) when instructed to perceive thcnr a:; "non-speech" stimuli (Dcst, 
iV[orrongic:llo, & Hobson, 1981). The: explanation in tcnns of articulatory knowledge relic:; 
on the: fact that, in natural speech, stop consommt:; arc: those which by definition arc 
prodnced by a temporary dosnre of the vocal tract and hence give: rise to a brief pause in 
acoustic: energy of the speech signal. Affricate eonsonants, or ''stop-initiated fricativec;", 
such as "eh" (/tf/), and "dg" as in judge:, likewise: begin with a brief closure of the vocal 
tract (Hardcastle, Gibbon, & Scobhic:, 1995; Stevens, 1993). Thus, the formant transitions 
into and out of vowels surrounding stop and affricate consonants arc: alway:; present in 
the context of a brief silence. A speaker will thus be farniliar with c;ilencc intervals that 
occur in these speech eontcxts. As Repp (1988, p. 251) put it, "a listener':; long-term 
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representation of the aeoustie pattern corresponding to a stop consonant thus includes the 
spectro-tcmporal properties of the signal:i preceding and following the closure a:; well as 
the elosurc itself...Thc silence thus is not really 'actively' integrated with the surrounding 
signal portions; rather, the integration has already taken place during past perceptual 
learning and i;; embodied in the perceiver's long-term knowledge of speech pattern;, to 
which the input i;o referred during perception." The ARTWORD model developed below 
;;hows how previou;;ly learned differential responses to input stimuli preceded by silenec 
may combine with the temporal displacement effect of the silent interval itself to produce 
trading relations between silence and the aeou;;tic: characteri;;tics (e.g., segment durations) 
of the following phoneme. 
Subsequent expcrirncnt;; have determined a complex rclation;;hip between the relative 
duration of the :;ilcnc:e interval ancl its surrounding context. A;; noted by Repp (Hl88, 
p. 250), relative silence duration is a cue for voicing, manner, and place of ;;top con:;o-
na.nt articulation. For example, Bailey and Smmnerf-icld (1980) found that after in:;crting 
silent gaps of various duration in /s/-vowcl stimuli, listeners perceived jsj-stop-vowcl. On 
average, 20-30 nrsec of silence were suffieicut to induce perception of a stop consonant.. 
\Vhich stop consonant listener:; perceived clcpcndccl crucially on the duration of the silent. 
interval. For example. for a given st.inmlus series, a 60 mscc elosure might. give a high 
probability /slm/ percept while an 90 msec closure might give a high probability /spa/ 
percept). Similarly, Repp (1984) reported that silence do:mrc duration in an /s··l/ context 
was a primary cue for stop plaCl\ with shorter gaps pcrccivccl as "t" ancl longer ones as 
"p". The silence durations that can cue stop perception va.ry according to rnany acoustic 
properties of the signal, hut, for cxanrplc, in the /s-1/ context typically range frorn "GO 
rns to 300 ms, with the peak oecurring at 100 150 ms of silcnec" (Hcpp, 1985, p. 802). 
Relative :;ilcncc duration interacts with other acoustic cues including spectra and duration 
of /s/, pre:;ence of a release burst and formant tnursitio11s after the silence, ancl duration 
of the following voiced segrnc11t. Together, these spectral featnn:s and their temporal ar· 
rangcment all contribnte to perception of the stop in a context-specific manner (R.epp, 
1085). The Airl'WOHD model suggests how, even when cadr item in a. sequence recl:ivc;; 
identical bottorn-up iuput, variations in the duration of the siknt interval by itself can 
play a key role in detcnnining how the competition between dmnks is resolved, and how 
the subsequent resonance and the pcn:eived grouping it dl:tennines unfolds. 
i\!Iot.ivated by knowledge that silence can eue the pereeption of stop-consonant manner 
within a syllable, R.epp d al. (1978) went on to show that the perceived stop or affricate 
can eros;; word boundaries. As described earlier, they presented listener;; with versions of 
the sentence "Did anyone ;;ce the gray ship?" that varied both the duration of the fricative 
noise /[ / in the beginni11g of "ship" and the duration of the silent interval between the 
words "gray" and "ship". Depending on the lengths of the two intervals, listeners reported 
pen:eiving.· "gray ship", "great ship", "gray chip", or "great drip". The introduction of a 
. . . 
sufficiently long silent gap brought about the pcrcc:ption of a "stop-like" sound ei thcr the 
stop /t./, the affricate jt.[/, or both. Depending on how t.he different cues varied, though, 
that ;;top-like somrd could atta.dr to a difFerent word. Strictly temporal manipulations in 
the acoustic ;;ignal eonlcl shift. the balance of perceptual evidence one way or another. 
To create the test. stimuli, R.epp ei al. (1978) inserted silence intervals of duration from. 
0 to 100 mscc in 10 msce steps before the word "ship". The duration of the fricative noise 
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in the word "ship" (originally 122 msec:) was varied by excioing or duplicating a 20 msee 
interval from its center. This procedure left the onset (up to the first 62 rnsec) and ofFset 
of the fricative noise unaltered. Four noise durations (62, 102, 142, and 182 msec) were 
generated, giving a total of 44 test stirnuli (11 silenec durations x 4 noise durations). The 
stimuli were rceorcled in 5 different randomizationo with 2 see intervals between sentences, 
and presented to each of 10 subjects twice, so that each subject gave 10 respon:;es to 
each st.inmlus. Repp et rd. (1978) reported the averaged responses across the 10 subjects; 
individual variability for these data were not reported. 
Figure G shows the re:;ults of the Repp et rd. (Hl78) experiment. For each of the 
four noise durations (ND), the four alternative response probabilities are plotted as a 
function of silence duration. Figure 6 reveals significant patterns in the subjects' respons-
es. First, a minimum silence duration of approximately 20 msec was necessary for any 
response containing a stoplike percept (!tl or ltf I) to be reported consistently. For si-
lence durations above this, either one or two stops were reported nearly 100% of the time, 
with the probability of two stops ("great chip") increasing with both increasing silence 
duration and decreasing noi:;e duration. At the longest silenc:c durations, the dominant 
rcoponsc preference is seen to become less probable at all four noise durations, but this is 
particularly noticeable at the 102 msec noise duration. At this noise dnration, the most 
probable response over the rnicl-rangc (60-80 rnsec) of silence durations, "gray chip", is 
roughly equiprobable with two different responses at lower and higher silence durations: 
''great ship" between 20 and 50 m:;ec, and "great chip" between 80 ancl 100 rnscc. One 
of these two scc:onclary a.ltcrnatives accounted for at least 20% of the responses at every 
silcnec duration above 20 mscc:. The mrccrta.inty, or eornpatibility of multiple n:spons· 
es, at the 102 msce noise duration suggests the conjoint activation of rnultiple pcrc:cpts. 
(An alternative explanation, whidr cannot be: rulccl out from the reported results, is that 
a c;inglc percept was rdiahly dctenuinecl by each individual.. but variability acrose; incli·· 
viclun.ls crc:atcd the reported psydromc:tric funetions. However, the cxi:;tcnce of nmltiplc 
n•sponc;es reported with high probability in this region indicates mreertainty, whether due 
to indiviclua.l variation, the inlwrent activation of multiple competing percepts, or both.) 
Fig;nrc 7 pared~; out the c;ingle word, or margina.l, rcc;ponsc prohallilitiec; for "gray" and 
"drip" ohtairwd for each wore! by summing across the two relevant. response alternatives 
(e.g., P(GTI.AY) = P(GTI.AY SHIP)+ P(GHAY CHIP)). The uncertainty at shorter noise 
dnrations (62-102 msec) is rdlc,etccl in Fignre 7 at the nearly 50% probability of a "gray" 
response, indicating the approxirna.tcly equal likelihoods of grouping the stop consonant 
percept It I with lgrcil to yield "great", with I Jipl to yield "chip", or with both words 
to yield "great c:hip" responses. These rcsult.c; reveal trading relations between silence and 
noise durations, sueh that for certain ranges, an increase in silence duration that would 
normally cause a perceptual switch c:an be offset by a. c:orrcsponding increase in noise 
duration. 
Donnan ct a.l. ( 1079) further probed the afhic:atelfricative contrast observed in the 
Hcpp et al. (1978) data by inserting silent intervals between the words "say" ancl "shop" 
in the utterance "please say shop", there: by gc:ncrating the perception of "please say chop·.,. 
As in the R.cpp et al. ( 1078) expcrirnents, silence was a sufficient c:uc for the manner 
distinction between the fric:ative II I and the affricate ltf j. Donnan et al. (1979, p. 
1526) found that a silent dosure of 70 mscc rcsultccl in a 75% "chop" response rate. 
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Notably, this efFect disappeared if the "please say" and "shop" portions of the stirnuli were 
uttered by difFerent speakers (a male and a female): no amount of silence between the 
two utterances cau;;ed subjects to perceive "shop" as "chop". This suggcstc; that. listeners 
usc their scusitivitv to the vocal tract that JWOduced the utterance to determine whether 
" 
:;ilencc is perceived as a closure in an ongoing ;;pcec:h stream thus providing aeoustic: 
evidence for the production of a ;;top or affricate or as an ecological change in source 
which generates a separate perc:ci vee! auditory stream (e.g., Brcgrnan, 1990; Govindarajan, 
Grossberg, Wysc, & Cohen, 1994). Dorman et nl. (1979) also showed that the chop-shop 
hounclarv shifts c;vstema.tic:ally with variations in the clura.tion of the fricative noise and 
- .; -,_. '· . -. 
the rise-time of its amplitude envelope. By halving the noise duration (from :320 msce to 
160 rnsec), the chop-shop boundary shiftecl from 75 mscc: of silence to 55 msec: of silence. 
The shorter noise, more characteristic of an affrieate, required lc:os preceding silence to 
be perceived as an affricate. Similarly, rnaking the noise on:oet. rnore abrupt by removing 
30 msec: of the initial III rise time (originally 35 m:oee long), Donnan ct al. (1979) were 
able to shift. the chop-shop borurdary to silence durations approximately 20 rnsce shorter. 
These data indicate the intcraetion of expected acoustic eues to signal a phonetic: contrast 
(e.g., noioe duration and rise time) with local variations in the preoentation rate ea.uscd by 
silence. As in the Rcpp ei al. (1978) data. and in the ARTWORD model presented below, 
a change in the :oilencc duration difFerentially alters the pcreept depending on the acoustic 
. . 
context in which it occur:;. 
In the Rcpp et al. (1978) experiments, the pcn:cptua.l system muot decicle both what 
phon erne:; have occurred (e.g., It I, III, I tfl), and whcTe they go; that is, to what larger 
units they should be bound. This is a t:pecial case of the problem of detecting :;ylla.ble and 
word boundaries, or juneturcs. Early :;tudie:; of juncture perception focused on the loc:al 
a.cou:;tic cues nonna.lly available to aid listeners in such decisions (Chri:;tie, 1974; Nakatani 
& Dukes, 1977). Closure duration often functions as a primary cue. For example, in 
the phrases "lighthouse keeper'' and "light housekeeper", the relative duration;; of ;;ilcncc 
between "light" and "house", and "house" and "keeper" dc)tcnninc the resulting percept 
(\;Vickclgren, 197G). Many other acou;;tic cues a:;:;ociatccl with the phonemes immediately 
preceding and following the jmH'ture also, in general, contrilmte to the percept. For 
example, aspiration of t:yllable-initial voiceless stops ("a sta" vs. "as ta"), the presence 
of formant tnmsi ticms before or after the dosurc, and allophonic variation can all function 
as cues to juncture (Chri:;tic, 1974; Darwin, 1976; ldattys, 1097). 
Nakatani and Duke:; (1977) tested perception of junct.nre by constructing hybrids from 
phraocs like "play taught" aml "plate ought". The transitions to and from the junctnre 
consonant were spliced out and replaced in the different original phrases in various orders, 
producing fonr possible percepts for each phrase (e.g., play ought, play taught, plate ought, 
ancl plate taught). They found that only the immccliate neighborhood of the juncture 
consonant eontainecl juncture cues, ancl that "the strongest cues for juncture perception 
occmTed at the beginning of the word" (Nakatani & Dukes, 1077, p. 710). 
Samuel et al. (1984) used a sclcct.ivc adaptation paradigm to probe whether an inter-
vocalic stop (e.g., lhl in laba/) was perceived as bc:longing to the first or second syllable. 
Constructing a stimuli series that varied from I abal to I ada/, they presented adaptors 
to shift the lbl-lc!l category boundary. Only CV syllables ("ha" and "da"), and not. VC 
syllables ("ad", "ab" ), were effective adaptors. Fmthcr selec:tive adaptation experiments 
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with VCCV stimuli indicated that the perceptual system treats an intervocalic stop "more 
like a syllable-initial stop than a. syllabk-final one", although "it is not really perceptually 
the same as either kind'' (Samuel et al., 1984, p. 1661). The findings of Samuel et al. 
(1984) and Nakatani and Dukes (1977) both point to the irnportance of the syllable-initial 
segment in providing juncture cues. The model developed below to explain the R.epp et 
al. (1978) data demonstrates how altering a "syllable-initial segment," or, rnore properly, 
the segment inunediately following the closure, ean shift the competitive balance between 
units, resulting in a difference of perceived juncture. 
More recent studies of juncture perception have analyy,ed the role of prosodic infonna-
tion, ancl in particular lexical stress, as a primary cue for juncture pcrecption (sec, e.g., 
reviews by !viatty:; (1997) and Cutler, Dahan, and van Donsclaar (1997)). Analyse;; of 
large vocabulary databases by Cutler ancl colleague:; (Cutler & Carter, 1987; Cutler & 
Norri:;, 1988; Cutler, 1990; McQueen, Cutler, l3riscoe, & Norris, 1995) have shown that 
the large majority of content word:; in Engli:;h (roughly 90% when frequency of occurrence 
is accounted for) begin with stressed syllables. This suggest:; a "rnetrical ;;cgmentat.ion 
:;trategy", in whic:h listeners attempt. to begin a new grouping of ;;pecch units with eac:h 
occ:urrcnc:c of a ;;tressed syllable, bac:ktracking as nec:essary to eorreet errors generated by 
thi;; :;trategy (Cutler & Norris, 1988; Cutler, 1990). Matt.ys (1997) reviewed :;event! fea-
tures of st.rcssecl syllables, including physical salienc:c, phoncrnic: stability, and perceptual 
di:;tinctivene:;:;, whic:h support the idea of syllable :;tress as a key factor in generating word 
segmentation:;. The role of other prosodic factors, and in partieula.r speech rate ( :;cc~ e.g., 
Pic:kctt, l3unndl, and Rcvoile, 1995), as a c:uc to syllabif-ication have rcc:ently c:ome to bear 
on c:omputat.ional model:; of :;peec:h rceognition (Price & ():;tendorf, 1996; Price, Ostendorf, 
Shat.tuek-Hufnagcl, & Fong, 1991). 
Together, these speech data support the view that both the perception of phonetic 
contrasto and the perceived phonemic. grouping:; that result from these contrasts clcpcncl 
critically on the time :;calc and persistenc:c of item activation in the phonemic workinp; 
memory. As competition evolve:; between clmnks, the changing ncnral activity pattern:-; 
:;torccl aeross the working memory provide different dep;recs of eviclenee t;o the c:lmnks. 
The emergent re:;onant tirnc :-;calm which determine the perceived gronping:;, then, nm:;t 
be commcHsura.te with how the input to phoncrnic item eode:; is traclccl against oilent 
intervals, change:; in :-;pccch rate, and lexical stres:; that rnodnlate the clynamic proce:;:;ing 
winclows within which the c:lnmk-itcm resonances develop. 
5. Sensitivity to Informational and Durational Phonetic Evidence 
Variations in the durations of intersyllable :;ilcncc and syllable-initial noise irnpaet 
network behavior in two distinct way:;; either by directly altering the strength of the 
input to the working memory, or, indirectly, by arriving at clilfcrent times during the 
network procc:;sinp; eydc. These two routes by which segment dnrations can alter network 
rc:-;pon:;es may he considered in tcnns of what lVIattys (1997) has recently dc:-;c:rihccl as 
"informational" and "durational" factor:; in speech perception. vVhilc the influence of 
coartieulatory srnearing of phonetic: infonnation in speech is significant, the speech stream 
is predominantly sequential. l3ut, "despite the intrinsit correlation between time and the 
8peech information that it brings to the listener, these two variable:; have an independent 
impact on lcxieal processing" (!VIattys, 1997, p. 311, italics adclecl). Thns, for example, 
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a silent interval splieed between "gray" and "ship" not only begins to provide eviclcnee 
to the listener of a stoplike sound between the voca1ic leil and the fricative noi;;c, it abo 
allows the listener more time to process the I grcil input before the next phoneme arrives, 
and hence the internal representation of the GRAY chunk may reach greater level;; of 
aetivation by the tirnc the noi;;c docs arrive. vVe cleserilw below the distinetion between 
these two faetor;; in the ARTWOI\D model: the informational, <lcfined by the local, low-
level transduction of the acoustic stimulus into phonemic inputs, and the durational, which 
affect;; processing dynamics globally. 
The response of phonemic item codes in the working rnemory is dctcnninccl through 
prior learning which ha;; adapted the long-term memory weights along the pathway:; he-
tween lower auditory processing levels and the phonemic item working memory. These 
patlrways encode phonemic itern sensitivity to neural activity patterns defining partieular 
external acoustic events, or an acon.siic-phonctic mapping (Pisoni & Lucc, 1987). This 
learned acoustic-phonetic mapping reprcscntc; the cornbined inHnence of peripheral au-
ditory neural processing, like short-term adaptation within individual nerve fibers (e.g., 
Delgutte, 1980) and low-level integrative processes across networks of neurons responsive 
to spccif1c acoustic patterns (e.g., Boardman et rd., 1999). Synaptic adaptation along the 
pathways rcHects the statistical cli:;tribution of repeated exposure to speech sounds. In the 
present article, all learned tuning of synaptic pathway> between the input and item levels, 
and between the itcrn and c:lmnk levels, will be asc;umed to have stabiliy,ed during prior 
developmental stages. 
The t.uninp; of synaptic weights on Urc pathways feeding into the phonemic working 
memory derives frorn the long··tcnn average of the spcctrcH.cmporal draractcristics of t.hc 
phorrcmec; whidr listeners hear. Because of the nmltiplieity of acoustic cues which specify 
plrorrctic contrasts, and their intricate dependence on context, it i;; likely that multiple 
phonemic codes representing different <:n<>cornbinat.ions exist. For example, Hedrick (1997) 
lists frieation duration, fonnant transitions, frication spectrum, and relative amplitude 
between frication arrcl vocalic ;;ig;nals as components influencing the perceived place of 
fricative consonmrts. Input to the phonemic working memory in AIIT\VORD was cho;;cn 
to roughly correspond to the ;;arne relative durational trcwls reported in the litcratme. 
Howdl and Rosen (1983) measured tokens of III and /tf/ and found, for wonl··initin1 
segments in nmning speech, mean rise-time durations of 123 and 37 m:;ec rc:;pectivcly; the 
cluration of the noi:;c from end of the rise-time on was the same (118 mscc) for both, yielding 
net clnrations of 171 aml85 rmec for I II and liJI, respectively. Crystal arrcl Honse (1988b) 
reported the high frequency of stop consonants ocemring without a plosive release hurst, 
or "hold only" >tops. For cxarnple, at the end of a word followed immcdia.tely by another 
word (i.e., in the wonl-iinn.l, nonprcpa.nsal position) cmly 36% of the occurrences of ltl 
in their data (JV = :36:3) were complete, consisting of both a doc;ure awl a burst. The 
mean dmation for all complete voiceless stops in their data was 92 msee, while the hold 
only voiceless stops, ha<l a mean duration of 56 msec. However, in detailed studies of a 14 
iipcakcr corpus of speech, Crystal and House (1988a, 1988b) have highlighted the variability 
of speech segment durations, noting that even after separating tokens according to several 
phonetic dimension:;, the distributions of segrnental durations overlap considerably. In 
AI\TWOI\D, the compressed item code for the fricative consonant III responds nrore 
vigorously to a longer fricative noise interval than the it.enr eode for the affricate consonant 
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/ tJ/, all other things being equal. Likewise, the re:;ponse of the item code for the stop 
ft./ shows a greater response when a silent interval precedes the noise which activates this 
item code. 
There is some evidence that these di:;tinetions can be encoclecl in the average discharge 
rates of auditory neurons, both peripherally and centrally. For exarnplc, based on his 
studies of peripheral responses to speech-like stimuli, Ddguttc (1982) proposed a rnodcl 
by which short-term adaptation can account for the trading relation between silence du-
ration and frication rise time in the affricate/frieativc contrast in /at/a/-/ afa/ stimuli. 
The model consisted of a bandpass filter, envelope detector, :oigrnoidal nonlinearity, and 
short-term adaptation clement. The rnodel output in rcspon:oe to synthetic jaJa/-fatfa/ 
stinmli shows that decreases in rise time or increases in silence duration both cues for 
"acha" produced sirnilar inneases in the discharge rate of nemons tuned to the approx-
imate frequency of frication. Dclgutte and Kiang (1984, p. 89G) similarly provided data 
,;uggesting that "the central processor ,;hould he able to distinguish between various voice-
less fricatives even if limited to infonnation carried in the average discharge rates of the 
moot sensitive auditory-nerve fiber:;.'' Tlms even simple, peripheral auditory processing 
can begin to explain trading relation,; between pretelling silence and rise-time dmation 
like those described by Donnan et nl. (1979). 
The case that the respon:ocs of single auditory neurons can encode complex infornm-
t.ion integrated over relatively long temporal intervals was recently strengthened by the 
di:;c:ovcry of cell:; selectively tuned to sound duration within cat auditory cortex (He ct nl., 
1997), extending previou:; report:; of duration tuning in the frog an<l hat. at the hrainstern 
level (e.g., Casseday, Erlich, and Covey, 1994). He et al. (1997) dcserihed neurons in 
the dorsal zone of auditory cortex with complex re:;ponse profile,;, including rnulti-peakecl 
tuning cmvcs and long latency re:;ponscs ( 2: 30 msec:, 85% between 30 and 120 nwcc) to 
noise burst:;. Of special interest with regard to spcx:c:h··like stimuli were n:ports of neurons 
whose discharge rates showed monotonically increasing, decreasing, or nnimodally peaked 
profiles as a function of the dnration of noise burst:; that vary between 20 and GOO msec. 
For exa.rnple, long-dnration-;;c:lc:ctivc neurons, many of which required mininml stinmlns 
durations to exhibit any respon:;e, either :;howed increasing discharge rates with stinmlus 
duration (nonduration threshold neurons), or a :;aturating response whieh did not increase 
with fnrthcr increases in stimulus dnration (duration threshold nenrons). Short.-duration-
sclcx:tivc neurons, by contrast, :;howcd a rnaximal response to brief (e.g., GO msee) noise 
bursts, and clcc·.rcasing responses as stinmlus duration was incorcasc<l. These data raise the 
pos,;ibility that, for example, neurons rcspon:;ivc to jt;j'j -like stinmli will fir:;t inerca:;c and 
then decrease their discharge rates when presentee! with the long fricative noise in a typical 
/I/ stimulus. Likewise, ncmons responsive to /J/ -like stimuli may show greater la.tcnc:ic:o 
all(\ gradually increasing llischarge rates over the duration of a fricative stimulus. ART-
\VOHD adopts a sirnilar scheme, assigning cornplemcntary input dnrations to jtJ/ and 
j I/ it.ern c:ocles, with /tf /input durations decreasing as fricative noise duration increases. 
Apart. from the "informational" phonetic cvidcnc:c tram:duced to the working memory 
based on the statistics of prior speech exposure and the lower-level auditory processing, the 
segmental dmations of silence and noise can infiucnc:c network behavior "durationally", by 
arriving at different times and altering ongoing dynamic: eompetitions. Because item and 
chunk aet.ivations grow and decay in real time, a pause or lengthening of any input :oeg-
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mcnt, or any intervening silence intervaL will alter the relative pattern in working mcrnory 
which may in turn unbalance a developing competition between chunks in the grouping 
network. Hecent evidence of Faulkner, lloscn, Darling, and Huekvalc (1995) points to the 
pos:;ibility of such dynamic interactions in the /tf 1-/.f/ contrast in the /aJa/ context. 
Hosen, Darling, Faulkner and Huckvale (1993) and Faulkner et rd. (1995) con::;truetcd 
factorial combinations of syllable-initial (/tfa/, / Ja/) and intervocalic (/at.fa/, /a]a/) 
stimuli by varying frication duration (120-220 mscc), rise time (0-1.00 rnsec), and, for the 
intervocalic :;timuli, silence duration (0-80 msec). The averaged responses of nine subjects 
were anaJyy,ecl. Contrary to the previous data reviewed above showing a shorter rise time 
as a positive cue for affrieate perception, Faulkner et rd. (1995) found that at short :;ilence 
durations (O and 20 mscc), longer rise time:; actually produced rnorc afFricate respons-
es. Only in the syllable-initial stirnuli did the proportion of affricate n'sponse:; decrease 
with inc:reasing rise times. Thc:;c data thus cannot be explained solely on the ba:;is of 
the Dclguttc (1982) peripheral auditory rnodd. Faulkner et nl. (1995) point out that it is 
unclear how other moclelo that do not pennit the statistical interaction of acoustic features 
(e.g., the fmy,y logical model of i\IIassaro, Hl87)) can satisfactorily account for the observed 
interactiorrs. vVhile rnodcls based on acoustic featurc:s a.ncl auditory processing go part of 
the way to explaining thcoe data, Faulkner ei al. ( 1995) argue, further explanation by way 
of a. top-down or mgnitive interaction is needed. In ART'WORD, durations of segmental 
excitations in the item field directly shift the competitive balance in the grouping network. 
vVhcn a word dmnk doc:.; crncrgc as the wirmer, it feeds bac.k to the item field, boosting 
phonemes over a perceptual thre:;holcl. Dy delaying the: formation of the perceptual code 
until the top-clown feedback supplies later-occurring infonnation, ARTvVORD provides a 
quantitative rea.Jiy,a,tion of the type of hypothesis snggestecl by Faulkner et aJ (1995). 
Together, the ac:t.ivation of the phonemic item codes and tlw competitive grouping pro, 
CC'.SSC:o provide: c:xplanations of the percepts reported in the Repp ct nl. ( 1978) data. vVhilc 
Figun: 1 provides a good iuclication of how the perceptual regions dcpeud on silence all<l 
noise, the aetna! response probabilities bcly a complexity uot apparent in tlri:; n')we:;en,. 
Uttion. Fignre 8 :;bows thio complexity, and in particular t.he uncertainty associated with 
thc:se region:;, in greater detail. Decausc the ru;ponscs we're smnplcd at only four noise 
durations, the derivation of any reprcc;entation of the perceptual spac:e must interpolate to 
estimate t.hc category bonrHlarico. For exarnple, Rcpp ei nl. (1D78) clcrivccl the botmclarics 
of Figure 1 using the pro bit method (which effectively performs an inverse cumulative 
Gaussian transform and interpolates by linear regression) to estimate the combination of 
silence and noise cluratious at which each of two alternative response:; were equally likely. 
That i:;, each boundary iu Figure 1 was computecl between only two alternatives. However, 
because of the sparsity of noise durations ancl the fact that. "great chip" responses were 
comparatively rare, this method appears to overestimate the si1-e of the "great chip'' region. 
As Repp ct nl. (Hl78, p.GTL) note, "Then: was no obvious dependency of this boundary 
on noise duration; the nppcnnost data point, whic:h may suggest c;uch a dependency, was 
ba:;ed on only a few observations, since at. this noise duration (142 m;occ) GHEAT SHIP 
rcc;ponses predominated." 
In Figure 8, two alternative rcpresentation;o of the perceptual bonudaric:; arc presented. 
To derive the boundary c:nrvcs in both panels, the response probabilities were interpolated 
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with a cubic polynomial and the contour:; of 50% probability for each percept were deter-
mined. In Figure SA, the category boundarie:; arc derived from the two-wore! responses 
in Figure G and are plotted in thick lines, with the concsponding; GO% and 40% bound-
aries in thinner lines. This figure makes it evident that, for silence durations greater than 
20 msec, at. noise duration:; between 100 and 1:20 mscc, the large perceptual uncertainty 
(cliscussccl above) exists. The "great. chip" percept is only the most. probable re:;ponse 
at the longest. silence durations and at. noise duration:; below 1:20 msec. However, either 
"great." or "chip" is alway:; perceived provided the silence exceeds about :20 m:;ec. This 
is rnaclc evident. in Figure SB, which shows the single word (gray-great and chip-:;hip) 
boundaries derived from the data in Figure 7. This representation conveniently partitions 
the entire perceptual space and shows the dominant first and second word re:;ponses at 
each combination of silence and noise. In order to avoid po:;tulating a higher-level deci-
sion mechanism for probabili;;tically combining single dmnk activations, we chose to fit 
the ARTWORD model to the single word responses of Figure 7. Note, however, that 
this docs not imply, either in the data or the model predictions, that these single word 
response probabilities are independent of each other. Indeed, a chi-squared test for sta-
tistical independence of the first and seeond word responses (i.e., a test of the hypothesis 
P(GllAY SHIP) =·= P(GRAY)P(SHIP), et.e.) rejects at high significance levels; likcwi;;c, 
in ART\;y'ORD the generation of all chunk activation;; arc crncially interdependent. The 
perceptual boundarie:; are emergent. properties of network interaction:; a!HL as such, merely 
reflect one reprc;;cntation of the u!Hlcrlying dynarnie generation of resonant events. 
Because the ARTvVOI\D model generates the perceptual codes dynamically from the 
system interactions between bottom~up driven working memory response:; and top-down 
grouping processr~s, the behavior of the;;e perceptual codes cannot be :;imply attributed to 
a. single pa.nnnc~tric :;omTe ;;uch as the presence or absence of an acou:;t.ic feature. However, 
r·onsidcrations of the network rcoponses to input:; presented with different combination;; 
of sil<'ncr~ and noi:;e can provide insight into the transitions between perceptual rcp;ions in 
Figure 1 For exn.rnplc, the pcrc:cpt of "gray ;;hip" in region 1 can be primarily attributed 
in AHTvVOR.D to the strength of the phonemic item rcspon:;es to the input at brief ;;ilcnce 
cluration;;. In particular, because :;ilencc i;; an important cne for the perception of stop;; and 
affricates, neither the /t/ or /IJ/ item:; receive strong excitatory input when the fricative 
noise imnir:cliat.cly follows the voealic /ci/ segment. vVith increasing silence, the /t/ allCl 
/tJ/ iterns arc excited for lonp;cr durations, and with increasing duration:; of fricative 
noise, the /t/ item receives greater excitation. Tlmr; the transitions out of region 1 can 
be expected on the basic; of these phcmemic response;;: the unitized representations moot 
likely to rc:;onat.c with working memory will be naturally ;;elected based primarily on the 
match between the acoustic signal and the learned phonemic reprcsr~ntat.ion;;. 
The transition between regions 2 and 3, however, requires an explanation based on 
the grouping operation involved: the acoustic signal in both cases contains sufficient cues 
for the perception of a stoplike sounrl. The only difference i:; where the stop is grouped. 
The model explains this transition by describing a competitive grouping operation that. 
dynamically emerges at a slow enough rate to allow the first. competition (GI\AY vs. 
GREAT) to he influenced by the later~oeeurring noise and the second competition which 
it engenders (GH.EAT vs. CHIP). When evidence for the /iJ/ item is strong, at lower noise 
durations, the GRAY and CHIP chunks can both win their competitions with the GREAT 
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chunk by virtue of their competitive teaming. At longer noise durations, the I II item 
receives proportionally more excitation, so the CHIP vs. SHIP cornpetition weakens the 
CHIP c:hunk's activation. This, in turn, permits the GREAT chunk to attain greater levels 
of activation and win it:; competition with the GRAY dnmk. In this way, the activation 
level of the SHIP chunk can indirec:tly help dctennine whether the GRAY chunk resonates 
with its items, despite the fa.et that the SHIP ancl GRAY drunks do not receive input 
from any shared phonemic items. ARTvVORD also suggests why, at increasing silence 
durations, the boundary between regions 2 and 3 is slanted upwards, so that more noise 
is required to perceive ·'great" than "gray" when the silent interval between I greil and 
the noise is increased. As the GRAY drunk attains greater activations during the longer 
silent interval, the GREAT chunk is correspondingly inhibited, so greater It I activation is 
required to initiate a rewnant transfer frorn GRAY to GREAT. 
Tlrc GREAT dmnk can also resonate if the ltl input arrives late enough oo that 
the GRAY drunk has bc,gun to weaken due to the habituation of it:; tran:;mittcrs. The 
transition between region 2 and region 4 (GRAY CHIP to GREAT CHIP) indicate:; that at 
snffieiently long silenee duration:;, the re:;onancc between GRAY and it:; item:; i:; sn:;ccptiblc 
to a transfer. Thus, in region 2, GR.EAT i:; inhibited by tlre proximal future activation 
of CHIP. In region 4, the :;top manner cue:; as:;ociated with It I arc distal due to the 
long silence duration. The GR.AY drunk initially wins its cornpctition with the GREAT 
chunk as in region 2. However, the It I item then becomes active and, as GR.AY completes 
its natural resonance eydc. all itern:; for GH.EAT arc present, so GH..EAT enter,; its own 
rec;mmnt cycle, completing tlw transfer of I grcil item information forward in time to adjoin 
the It I information. 
6. Simulations of Resonant Transfer and Competitive Teaming 
Cornpnter simulation:; of the ARTI'TORD model were pcrfonncd to illn:;tratc aspects of 
multiple item grouping and rc:;onant dynamic:;. Appewliccs A and D clcocribc the network 
equations and paramcten;, respectively, that were; fixed for all :;irnulation:; incl\l(lcd in 
tlw prc:;cnt artide. Sinmlations were pcrfonnccl by :;econd order R1mge--Kutta mmwric:n1 
integration with an adaptive step :;iy,c (Jv!ATLAD 5.2). 
IJ.l Bottorn-7t.J! ncti1J1dion of h1t nodes 
The first group of :;irnulations demonstrate;; the bottom-up dfec.t of itern activation 
on drunk aetivitic:-; in t.hc absence of top-down fcc~dlmck Fignrc 9 :;hows the rcspon:;c 
of two chunks in the grouping net,work, GIL\Y ancl GH.EAT, to the prc:;cntation of tlrc 
:;inglc itern lg/. Doth drunks :;how brief bt!l"oi:o of activity, but do not receive sufficient. 
input to snotain their climbs. The GRAY chunk responcb more strongly than the GR.EAT 
chunk to the :;inglc item lgl for two rea:;ons. The first i:; clue to the nonnaliy,ation of input 
to chunko, via con:-;ervation of :;ynaptic sites: larger cJrunks, like GREAT, receive input 
from more neurons in the working memory and therefore each input contribute:; relatively 
less excitation. A seconcl reason rcsnlt.:; frmn synaptic. learning as a re:;ult of long-term 
expo:surc to specific patterns. The GREAT drunk has been tuned through competitive 
learning to expcet a four-item pattern (/gl, lrl, lei/, and ltl), while the GR.AY chunk 
expects only a three-item pattern (/gl, lrl, and leil). Dcc:ausc of the passive decay and 
lateral inhibition that occurs within working memory, when longer lists arc fnlly stored, tlrc 
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aetivitv of the items that are stored earlv in the list arc sinallcr than those of shorter lists. w w - -
Thm, the synaptic weights between the hi item and the GREAT chunk have been tuned 
to expect smaller values than the weights between I gl and the GRAY chunk. Figure 9B 
shows the differential activity between the two chunks, which quantifies their competitive 
balance. GRAY's advantage over GREAT is maxi1nal ju:;t as the input to the hi item 
ends. Once the /gl item begins to decay, both chunks innnediately begin to decay. The 
GRAY chunk decay:; faster, and thus progrcs:;ively loses it:; competitive advantage until its 
activation falls below that of the GREAT chunk at approximately 260 msec. (The more 
rapid decay of the GRAY chunk is clue to its weaker self-excitatory feedback via term 
(jJf(-u)2, in Equation (A2) of Appendix A, since for a chunk j coding a list of N items, (DJ 
i:; proportional to N.) 
Figure 10 shows how these dfects extend to multiple items, again in the absence of 
top-clown feedback. The inputs I gl, lrl, and lei I arc presented as a :;cqucnc:e of puLes 
of constant magnitude: and duration of 62 msec, so that the total duration of the :;c-
qncnc:c is 188 m:;cc, which is the duration of the word "gray" in the Rcpp ct nl. (1978) 
expcrirncmts. As the working memory integrates the seqncnec of inputs, the differential 
aetivation between the GRAY ancl GREAT c:lmnks increases, clue to the input normal-
ization and synaptic: weights clc;;cribccl above. As shown in Figure lOB, GRAY is able to 
rnaintain a eornpctitive advantage over GREAT for a. longer duration, nearly 300 msec, 
than with the single item input. The plot. of transmitter activation (A, middle) shows 
that with all three items active, the GRAY chunk begins to consume trac.e amounts of 
its synaptic transmitter. Because dnmks can ;;elf-excite rnorc easily than they can :;cwl 
top-down feedback to their item:;, dmnk:; can begin to consunw their neurotran;;rnittcr;; 
prior to cstabli;;hing; a re:oonancc with the working memory; :;cc Ecprations (A2)-(A3) and 
acccnnpanying text in Appendix A. The GRAY chunk ;;how:; a mnc:h stronger respon:;c to 
the inpnt seqrwncc than to a :;ingle input, :;ince it:; entire complement of supporting item:; 
arc active. However, without top-clown feedback to support the working memory items, 
neither dmnk is able to c:;tablish a full-Heclgecl rc:;onancc. 
6. 2 Mulii)Jlc item. gnm)Jing and rnao~h:inq o~crl . .>iti?Jiiy 
\Vhen top-down fccclbaek is incorporated into network dynarnics (via. term o:=.i,-·i T;_;Urc.,,) 
in Ec[lra.tion (Al) of Appendix A), the Gil.AY dmnk sclcctivcly enhance;; its active itcrns 
in working memory and generates a resonant event. Figure llA shows that the initial 
rcsponoc of the network is iclentieal to that of the open loop simulation in Figure 10. How-
ever, once the GR.AY dmnk cxccecb its top-clown threshold "f, (c. 200 mscc.), both item 
and chunk t.rajectoric:; undergo a resonant boo:;t and begin to <:limb. The resonant event 
unfold:; gradually over the next 100-200 m:;ccs. !tern:; a.ncl dmnks reach their maximal 
activations approxirnatcly 100 msce aftc'r the olfsct of the lcil input. That the GRAY 
chunk i;; fully re:;onating while the GR.EAT dnmk rernains in a subliminal state of activa· 
tion c:an be observed from the tracing of transrnitt.er ac:tivation in the middle panel. The 
sharp downwards inflection in the GRAY transmitter, whieh oecurs at approximately 225 
msce, inclicates the onset of the positive fcccllmek eyde. As the cyelc continues, the' GRAY 
chunk consumes transmitter more rapidly than it can be replenished until ehunk activity 
peaks and begins to clceay in a habit native collapse. As chunks and items passively clcc:ay, 
GRAY's transmitter slowly begins to replenish. 
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Figure llB shows that when a ltl input of comparable strength follows the lgreil 
sequence immediately, it is able to puc;h the GR.EAT chunk activation over its resonant 
threshold. The GRAY chunk begin0 its resonance while the ltl item is being presented, 
at the sarne time as in Fignre llA. But once the It I item crosses its bottmn-up thre:-;hold 
/'ftf• it delivers a sustained excitation to the GR.EAT chunk of sufficient magnitude for 
the GR.EAT chunk to overcome GR.AY's advantage and dorninate the resonance. The 
resonance of G R.EAT is rd1eetccl in the single peak, at. around 260 mscc, of the working 
memory activation trajectories. 
Figure llA also shows that. while the GR.EAT chunk cannot engage in resonance with-
out. the bottom-up input ltl, it. does benefit from GR.AY's top-down support of the /gl, 
lrl, and lei I iterns. Thus GR.EAT receives a sublirninal boost from GRAY's resonance, 
priming the network to generate a grouping of the ltl with the preceding items should 
it be pre;;entecl. Such dynamics illustrate a critical aspect of masking sensitivity in the 
grouping network. Because the grouping network contains a bias towards longer li:;ts by 
giving their ehunks stronger rnasking parameters, the network design also needs to avoid a 
eascade of resonances wherein a smaller chunk, by onpporting its own items, inaclvertcntly 
pushes ito competitor into a onpraliminal state, and so on until the largest. list present 
resonates with all of it~> items. Thus, the masking field irnplement.s larger chunk potency 
without. a loss of dnmk 8elcctir!'ity. In the present simulations, the larger chunk GREAT 
has a higher torHlown feedback thrcsholcl ho111.; 11T = 0.14 > rC:l!!lY = 0.12) that is, 
neccls rnore evidence to fire so that even with the p;rcatcr activation GREAT cxpcricne/'.S 
during GR.AY'o resonance, GR.EAT remains below thresllolcl. The c;nhliminal priming of 
GR.EAT clnring GR.AY's resonance also prepares the network for a transfer of resonant 
events between the two ehunks in the event that It I docs oecur. 
6. S Re8or1.nnt imn8fer 
The third group of sirnulations, illustrated in Figures 12 and13, shows how the gmuping 
of an additional item with preceding items clepcncls crucially on t.lw temporal window 
during which it is activated. As a consequence of the competitive dynamics within the 
working rnemory, two input pulses with idm1tieal rna1~nitudc and duration will not be 
treated iclcntica1ly by the network if they arrive a.t di1ferent timco in the proecssing eyele. 
Figures l2A and 12B show how a slight clday in the presentation of the ltl input after 
the lgl, lrl, lc~il sequcnec, relative to its presentation in Figure 11, ean actually facilitate 
the resonance of the G R.EAT chunk over the G R.A Y c:lmnk. This behavior mimies that of 
the Repp et rd. (1978) data, which shows the apparently paradoxical effect at short noi;;c 
durations that listenero arc nwrc likely to perceive "great." than "gray" when a longer 
oilent interval separates the end of the voealic c;cgment leil and the word initial fricative 
noise. In Figmc 12A, the ltl input arrives after a silent interval of 60 msce. During 
that interval, the GR.AY chunk has initiated its resonant cyde with the lg/, lrl, am! lcil 
iterns as eviclcnced by the depletion of the GR.AY transmitter. The activation of the ltl 
item in this instanee is a ease of "too little, too soon": bccauoe the It I item integrates to 
its maximal activity just as the aetivation of the GRAY chunk peak:;, GR.AY is strongly 
inhibiting GREAT and, as a eonsequcnec of this inhibition, the ltl item effectively passes 
undetected by GREAT. 
A srnall additional delay in the presentation of the It I item can exert a profound effcet 
on which chunk resonates, as shown in Figure 12B. By providing evidence which arrives 
to snpport the GREAT chunk after the GR.AY dmnk'o activation has peaked, the jtj 
item det.ermines a qualitative change in how the competition in the grouping network 
nnfolds. At thi:-; longer silence duration, GREAT can win it:; competition with GRAY 
through a resonant transfer. Bec:ause the end of the silent interval eoincides with GRAY's 
habituative collapse, the network is primed to integrate the bottom-np activation of the /t/ 
item with the items that have been ;;upported by GRAY's resonance. Tim:;, at relatively 
long silence duration:-;, GR.EAT may win by piggy-backing on t.he previously supported 
/g/, /r/, and jei/ items, and inhibiting the GR.AY dmnk whose neurotransmitters have 
become depressed. The process of resonant transfer thus explains why after being pre:oented 
with the word "gray", followed by a silent interval of 100 msec in the Repp et al. (1978) 
cxpcrirncnts, the subsequent noise may be perceived as bdonging to the word "great": the 
GR.AY drunk has transferrecl its supported items to the GR.EAT dmnk, by virtue of its 
ha.bitua.tive collapse. The transfer can be seen in Figure 12B in the trajectories of t.hc 
drunks ancl their transrnitter activation levels, whidr indicate that both chunks an~ able 
to rc:oonate in a. feedback cycle with their working memory it.erns. The trajcctoric:o of the 
working rnenrory items tlwrnselvc:o (bottom panel, Fig. 12I3) clo not, however, reveal that 
two discrete resonant event:,; have oecurred. The network predicts that. a. listener under 
these conditions would not perceive the word "gray" followed by the wore! "great". Instead, 
from the perspective of the working memory, a oingle resonant event has dcvelopecl, with 
the silence between /ci/ and /t/ ena.bling; the coherent. integration of the items into a single 
list. 
The time window over which a subliminally activated drunk can integrate a subsecp1ent 
item into a resonant event is lirnitccl. Tlms, while the GREAT clnmk can hendit frorn a 
delayed presentation of the /t/ input by competing with a wcakc~r GRAY chunk, if the delay 
is too large, then the GREAT drunk itself will be too weak to adrievc resonance. Figures 
12C and 12D :ohow that. as the silent interval is extended from 70 nrsec: (C) to 75 nrsec 
(D), the network undergoes a shift from GREAT's resonance back to GRAY'ii resonance. 
As in the sinrulations of Figmes 12A and 1213, the significant determinant. of tire resonant 
gmuping is the time at which the /t/ item beconres active 'l'l:laii1JC to the developing 
competition between the GRAY and GH.EAT clmnko. In the current simulations, the 
strength of the /t/ input and the gain ron the network integration rate• arc such tlmt an 
80 msec: silent interval between activation of the jei/ and /t/ items cxceccls the window 
over which the GREAT dmnk c:an group its dmnks. Changes to many network parameters, 
either individually or jointly, c:an affect the precise duration of this integrative window. 
For example, a slower integration rate r will permit GREAT to resonate if longer delay 
intervenes. In the Rcpp ct nl. (HJ78) experiments, the GREAT dmnk integrates over silent 
interval:; in excess of 100 mscc. 
Figme 13 illustrates how resonant transfer depends on the relative timing and strength 
of the input items, and in particular how the silence duration can trade against the duration 
of the /t/ input to generate equivalent "great" percepts for different cornbina.tions of silence 
and noise. It shows the integrated GREAT chunk activation as the durations of /t/ input 
activation varies from 32--52 msee as a function of the duration of the intervening silence 
interval. Lighter shades represent less GR.EAT chunk activation, indicating that GR.AY 
resonates with its items ancl a resonant transfer fails to oec:ur; darker shades reveal that 
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GRAY tran;ofers its resonance to GREAT when the /t/ input is sufficiently :;trong. The 
cliagona1 curves dividing the light and clark regions show that as the silence duration 
increase;;, greater /t/ input i;; needed to excite the GREAT chunk above its feedback 
threshold and thereby facilit;ate a resonant tra.n:Jcr. Figure 13 thus illustrates how resonant 
tran:Jer partially explains the trading relation between "gray chip" and "great ship" ( cf. 
regions 2 a.ncl 3 in Figmc 1). As noted by Rcpp et rd. (1978, p. 6:31), the botmclary 
function between these regions "shows a dear rise at intermediate silence durations ( 40-
80 mscc): GREAT SHIP rc;oponses were more frequent at :;hort silence duration:; and 
GRAY CHIP responses were more frequent at longer silence durations." That is, for a 
fixed dmation of fricative noise, a longer silence interva1 produces a greater likelihood 
of perceiving "gray" in;otcacl of "great". This occurs in Figure 13 because, through the 
acoustic-phonetic relations specified in Erpmtion ( AG), a longer fricative noise interval 
will deliver longer excitation to the /t/ phoncrnic item code, and thu~; generate a higher 
probability "great" percept. In a larger network, the competitive role0 of the subsequent 
chunks CHIP and SHIP also function to a1tcr the dynamics and the shape of the boundary 
between GRAY and GREAT resonances, as ;,hown below. 
The total GRAY chunk activation (not shown) behave:; as the inveriie of Figure 13; that 
is, when GREAT resonates, GH.AY achieves less tota.l activation clue to the eompetitivc 
inhibition frorn the GREAT chunk. The deprcBsion in total a.ctiva.tion occurs despite the 
fa.et that the GHAY drunk rcadre~; the same maximal activation (d. Figures 12A and 
12B) .. whether or not GREAT rcoona.tes. This suggests t.lra.t total dmnk a<·.tivation over 
a specified t.inre interval reflects the relative contrast between grouping patterns more: 
robustly than simply the maxirnal chunk activation. 
Figure 13 also dcrnonstratcs a nonlinear interaction between silence interval and inpnt 
0trcngth such that total chunk activation can actually rcaeh greater values at longer silence 
intervals. In particular, the darkest slmcles, or greatest GHEAT chunk activations, occur 
at Bilcnt. intervals of 8CHJO msec when the /t/ duration is just long enough to elicit. a 
resonant. transfer. Thi0 preference for /t/ inputs which nn: "sl.rong enough, but not too 
strong", provided they arc of snH1cient. clnration to drive their items above the bottom-up 
threshold "/w, results frorn lateral inhibition in the working memory. \~Then a given input 
is prc:sentccl for a longer stimulus interval, it~; item inhibits the pn•viou;;ly activated items 
more. The net rc::;ult is to drive total item activity to a lower state, resulting in weaker 
support for the resonating chunk and a smaller total chunk activation. Tlm;; a weaker 
input. prcscntc<l following a longer silence interval can, pa.radoxieally, dicit a greater total 
dmnk activation than a stronger input prc::;<:ntecl after a shorter silence interval; sec, for 
exarnplc, coonlinatcs (80,40) vs. (70,50) in Figure 13. 
6.4 Corn]Jctitive tel!?ninq 
The preceding simulations illustrate that complex network dynarnics can arise with only 
two chunks in the multiple item grouping network. The next group of sinmlations, shown 
in Figures l4A-l4D, describe how the indusion of additional ehunk:;, encoding partially 
overlapping lists of iterns, a<lds a. further dimension of eornplexity to the competition that 
develops in the grouping network. In these sirnulations, the grouping network consists of 
three chunks: GRAY, GREAT, and CHIP. Figure 14 show~; that when the onset of the 
/t[ /input. c:oineiclcs with the /t/ input, following the /g/, /r/, /ci/ sequence, the <lnration 
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Figure 1:3: Tradinp; relation between clnration of the /t/ inpnt and of the silence interval 
between /grei/ and /t/. Shading represents total GTI.EAT chnnk activation, with darker 
slmcles indicating greater activation (GREAT resonance). 
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of the /tJ/ input relative to the /t/ duration determines whether or not GREAT will 
resonate. Because of shared scnoitivit.y to high frequency spectral energy contained in the 
noise of the :;top and affricate conoonants "t" and "ch", the GREAT and CHIP chunks 
compete with each other directly. Thus, if the CHIP chunk bccorncs sufficiently active, as 
in Figure 14B, it can prevent the GREAT dmnk from resonating. Even though the CHIP 
chunk receives no input from the /I/ or /p/ items in the simulations of Figures 14A and 
14B, the subliminal activation of the CHIP chunk by a /t.f / input 70 mscc in duration 
inhibits the GREAT dmnk sufficiently to prevent it from reaching its resonant threshold. 
A briefer /tf /input of GO mscc duration (A), by contrast, can produec a small activation 
of the CHIP dnmk without interfering in the ability of the GREAT chunk to resonate. 
Figure 14B thus illustrates the network principle of competitive teaming by which one 
chunk's resonance is prevented by eonjoint activation of multiple competitors. 
The consequences of competitive teaming are further illustrated in Figures 14C and 
14D, which arc identical to the simulations of Figures HA ancl14B except that the /I/ and 
/p/ items are presented following the /tf /item. In Figure 14C (/t.f / clnration=60 m:;ec:), 
the network first undergoes a rc•sonant transfer frorn GHAY to GHEAT, as the /t/ and 
/tf/ itcrm; become a.etive following the pre:;cntation of the /g/, /r/, /ci/ sequence. As in 
Figure 12, thio reoonant transfer results in a oingle grouping event in the working mernory 
indicated by the resonant boost at approximately 350 msee. However, the subsequent. 
prc:;cntation of the /I/ allCl /p/ arc able to build on the residual activity of the /tf/ itc:n1 
in the working memory and clic:it a. CHIP resonance. The CHIP resonance define;; a second 
distinet resonant event in the working memory that corresponds to the activation boo,;t at 
approximately 520 rn,;cc. Because the /tf/ item remain~; weakly aetivc during GH.EAT's 
resonanc:c, both GREAT and CHIP can resonate in sequence with tlwir working rnernory 
items. By creating two di,;tinct resonances under the,;e concliticms, the network illu~;tratcs 
how a single noise in1;erval, exciting both /t/ and /tf/ item code:; in working mcrnory, 
can be grouped both backward,; in time with GH.EAT and forwards in time: with CHIP, 
as in the "great chip" percept~; of the H.epp et nl. (1978) expcrirncnts. Fignre 14D, by 
contrast, shows that a relatively ,;trongcr /tf /input occuninp; after an identical prc:c:ecling 
silent interval will rmult in the :;equcntial rc:sonanccs of GHAY and CHIP, resulting in the 
"gray chip" perc:cpt that occur,; in the Repp ct al. data at. intermediate silenc:c: duration,; 
and brief noise durations. The conclitions which favor the formation of the "gray chip" 
percept, then, indudc /tf/ itern activation strong relative to /t/ item activation, and the 
subsequent. eompetitivc teaming of the CHIP and GRAY c:lmnko t.o inhibit the GREAT 
chunk. 
7. Simulations of the Repp et al. (1988) Data 
The simulations above illu,;tratc the key dynamic: proces:;c:s that allow t.he AHTWOHD 
rnocld to successfully simulate the perceptual data of the Rcpp ei nl. experiment.. iVInltiplc-
itc.rn grouping with resonant feedback, resonant transfer across silence intervals, and the 
competitive tcarning of overlapping chunks, together define system clynarnics that. describe 
the perceived phonemic: groupings as a function of inter-word silence and syllable--initial 
fricative noic;e. 
7.1 Method 
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To simulate the Rcpp et nl. (1978) data, the ARTvVORD network described above was 
construc:t.ecl with 8 phonemic item c:odes in the working memory (/g/, /r/, jeij, /t/, /tJ j, 
/J/, /I/, and /p/) and 4 chunks in the grouping network (GRAY, GREAT, CHIP, and 
SHIP). All network pararneters were set to fixed values (see Appendix 13). Input pulses of 
fixed magnitude were presented to the working rnemory, and item, chunk, and tran;;mitt.er 
activities were integrated. All items had fixed durations of 62 rnsee, except /t/, jtjj, ancl 
/ J/, whose durations depended on the durations of the silence and fricative noise intervals. 
The durations of these items were clctcrminccl as described in Equations (AG) to (AS) in 
Appendix A. As in the Rcpp et rd. (1978) experiment, silence duration varied from 0 to 
100 msec in 10 rnscc ;;tcps and noise duration varied from 62 to 182 mscc in 40 mscc steps, 
producing 44 combinations of silence and noise durations. For each of the 44 combinations, 
the corresponding input. schedule was determined and presented to generate all network 
trajectories for items (w;), list chunks (v.i), item-to-list chunk transmitters (z;w), and list 
chunk-to-itern transmitters (z.;,). Dynamical equations for all of these varia.hles arc given 
in Appendix A. 
1. 2 M !L)Jping network acti?J!dions to TCSJ!Onse probnb'ilihes 
Once network activations were cletenninecl, chunk activations were integrated and 
mapped to single word responoe probabilit.ieo, in aecord with the fonr alternative forced 
choiee task of the Repp et nl. ( 1078) subjeeto. Chunk activities were definer! as the inte-
grat.cd activity from list onset to 200 rnoec after liot offset, a. window which encompassed 
tlw reoonant. respon:;co of all chunks. To clctcnnine the probability of a "gray" responoc, 
a decision variable DunAY was former! frcnn the activation of the GRAY dmnk relative 
to the combined activation of the GRAY and GREAT clnmko (Luc:e, 1959), and likewise 
Dc)})r was constrnetcd from the integrated activation of the CHIP chunk relative to the 
combined activation of the CHIP and SHIP chunks. In the following four C<jtta.tions, we 
denote the temporal limits of integration by writing "/x/ on" to indicate the onset of the 
first phoneme of a. given chunk and "/x/ off + 200" to indicate the time point 200 mscc 
after the ofFset of the last phoneme of a given chunk, where /x/ is the fin;t or last phoneme. 
Letting u; be the activity of list. clmnk j (sec Appendix A for its ccjua.t.ion), we ddinc 
/
/c:i/ off+200 
I I /l(i!?AY(t)dt, . g on (1) 
/
/t/ off+ 200 
I .. I uunEAT(t)dt, . g 011 Umu;!l'r (2) 
Uc11 JJ' !!PI off+ 200 . . 11.(')) jp(f)dt, . /tj /On (3) 
and 
1/p/ off+ 200 UsiJJP ~c . 1lSJIIP(l)di, . 1 j ;on (4) 
from which we further define 
Dc:nAY 
ancl 
DclliP = 
UcmAY 
UcmAY + UcHEAT 
UcHIP 
UcniP + UsH JJ' 
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(5) 
(6) 
To map the cleeision variables to response probabilities, eaeh was linearly rescaled ancl 
perturbed by Gaussian noise of fixed mean and unit variance (Green & Swct;;, 197t1 ). That 
ito, letting <'D rcpretoent a eumulative nornml distribution with zero mean and unit variance, 
the final response probabilities were computed as 
P(G.RAY) (7) 
and 
(8) 
By constrnction, the complementary prolmhilit.ies arc P( G II.EAT) ... 1 - P( G .RAJ.·') 
ancl P( SHIP) = 1 -· P( CHIP). The free parameters ().; were chosen to maxirni1-c the log 
likelihood of the predicted values with r<'spcet to the data. Thus 8 free parameters were 
chosen t.o fit the' integrated network responses to the 88 data points (44 "gray" response 
probabilities ancl 44 "chip" response probabilities). Maximization was perfonncd with 
the Nclclcr-Mead simplex search, rnn for 500 iterations (Press, Flarmcry, Tcnkolsky, & 
Vc:ttcrlinp;, 1988 ). 
7. S Simnlation res1clts 
The computer simulations sunnnariy,ccl in Fignre 15 show that AHT"10JJD closdy 
approximates the perceptual clata averaged over 10 subjeets in the 1\epp ct al. (1078) ex-
periments. All of the major trends shown in the reported psychometric data arc replicate:<! 
by AHTWOHD. The AH'I'WOHD model globally accounts for 91%.: of the variance of the 
oinglc word response probabilities. The probability of either a "gray" response or a "chip" 
response decreases with longc:r noise intc'rva1s. Figure 15B shows that "chip" responses 
increase nronotonically with increasing silence intervals. Figure: 15A shows, as in the data, 
that the likelihood of a "gray" response increases with increasing oilcnc:e, for longer noise 
intervals ( 102-182 msec:). U ndcr these eondi tions, the psychometric: functions for "gray" 
are norHnonotonic. In AHTWORD, at the longer silence clurations, the CHIP c:lmnk can 
rnore c:ifcetivcly inhibit the GH.EAT chunk, and so, via cornpctitive teaming, the GHAY 
chunk attains a relatively greater proportion of the total activation. Thus, when the de-
cision variable is added to Gaussian noise, it is more likely to yield a "gray" response at. 
longer silence durations. 
Figure 16 shows the category bounclaries derived from the response probabilities plotted 
in Figure 15. As described above, to derive the hmnrdaries the probability surface clcfinecl 
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by the curves in Figure 16 was interpolated with a cubic polynomial in 1 msec c;teps on 
a grid spanning silence durations between 0 and 100 msee and noise durations between 
62 and 182 mscc:. For each word pair (gray/great, and chip/ship), the contour of 50% 
probability was determined and plotted. Figures 17A-D show the category boundaries 
clcri vee! from the data and the model predictions in more detail. Figures 17 A-D also 
include the 60% and 40% probability c:ontonrs, which give a measure of the uncertainty 
associated with the perceptual boundaries between the response regions. The data and 
model show oirnilar certainty regions, or confidence interval:;, for the different parametric 
combinations of silence and noise. 
In Figure:; 17A-B, the 40%-GO% GTI.EAT response region is extremely tight for noise 
durations greater than 120 msec, indicating a. steeply sloped decision funet.ion. As silence 
dnration increases above 30 msec, the perceptual contours broaden, indicating psycho-
metric functions with shallower slopes, or greater uncertainty. In both the ATIT"i()RD 
predictions and the reported data, the contours show a. tendency to flare outwards at the 
greatest silence duration:; tested, showing that the deei:;ion between "gray chip" ancl "great 
chip" is uncertain. "While the AHTWORD 50% bounda.ry exits to the right (i.e. towards 
longer silence clnrations), the boundary interpolated from the Repp ci rd. (1978) data exits 
downwards (i.e., towards shorter noise durations). Observing the 40% GREAT decision 
contours, however, shows that both the rnodcl and data show a similar increase in "great." 
responses at low noise durations a.t the longest :;ilenec durations. The deviation of the 
AI\TvVORD model\ preclict.cd 50% boundary at. the longest. silence durations appears to 
be clue to the shallower slope of the gray-great decision functions at longer noise dnrations; 
that is, the AI\TWORD model assigns too high a probability to a GRAY resonance in this 
region. 
As noted above, the model boundaries result from systernwidc interactions and can he 
altered by varying pa.rarneters. The model bo1mclary in Figure 17B could, for example, be 
driven downwanls in by an input representation that allocated less input to the /t/ item 
at these longest silence durations. However, without more data to inform the quantitative 
nature of the acoustic-phonetic mapping between inputs and phonemic itenr activation:;, 
precise detenninaticm:; of the input representation aehicvccl by the auditory sy:;tcm at the 
level of the working mcrnory rnust be deferred. Quantitative exploration of the pcrc:c~ptual 
space by varying network pararneters such as integration rate ancl chunk thresholds, how·· 
ever, docs suggest further perceptual experiments to detcnnine which network processes 
account for the variations between the AIITWOI\D boundaries and the boundaries derivwl 
from the data. 
Figures 17G-D show that., as in the data, the predicted "chip--ship" decision bomrcl-
ary becomes less steep at. increasing :;ilcnce clnrations. Both the predicted and actual 
bomrdaries arc through the same pararnetric region of silence and noise durations. The 
reported data generates upwards swerves in both the "gray-great" boundary (G0-70 msec 
silence clnrations) and the "chip-ship" bounclary (30 msec and 80 mscc silence durations) 
which are not apparent in the ARTWORD bonnclaries. However, without knowledge of 
the individual responses in the Rcpp ei cd. (1078) data, it is clifficnlt to assign function-
ally 1neaningfnl interpretation to these swerves. In particular, it is unclear whether these 
deviat.iom; result from systematic competition between co-active lexical representations or 
merely reflect differing decision thre:;hold:; across subjects. 
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8. Relation of ARTWORD to models of lexical segmentation 
ARTvVORD was clevclopccl prirnarily to show that the dynamics of resonance ean 
aecount for the eognitive processes underlying the perceptual integration of phonemic in-
formation during conscious speech perception. As a cognitive model of speech perception, 
ARTWORD bears interesting relationships to several models in the related dornain of lex-
ical scgrnentation. l\llocleb of lexical segmentation, driven primarily by psycholinguistie 
research and by computational analyses of word cmbedclings in large vocabulary corpora, 
have converged on strategies that, like ARTWORD, permit the gradual activation of candi-
date groupings which best mateh the arriving input stream (sec reviews in, e.g., Altmann, 
1990; Pisoni and Lucc, 1987; and Miller and Eimas, 1995). Three models in particular 
Cohort (Mar::;len-Wil:ion, 1987), TRACE (Elman & iVIcClelland, 198G), and Shortli::;t 
(Nmris, 1994) arc interesting in light of the similarity of some• of the functional pro-
ceo::;es they propose. Like TR.ACE and Cohort, the ARTWORD model explains lexical 
segmentation on the basis of bottom-up and top-clown information flow, and, like all three 
models, AHTWORD uses some form of competition among candidates. The ARTWORD 
model shares the C!lla.ntitativc specific.ity of TRACE and Shortlist while incorporating a 
number of conceptually attractive features not present in these nwdcls, inelucling percep-
tual resonance, category collapse, and a real-time proeessing framework that allows it to 
eapture the eomplex perecptual cffcet:; eausecl by variation of segmental durations in the 
Hcpp ct al. (1978) data. 
The Shortlist model has some sirnilaritics to processes used in AHT networks, although 
it omits the key ART proeess of top-down information flow. Shortlist uses "bottorn-up 
mismateh information to penalise mismatehing candidate worcls very strongly" ( J\!IeQucen 
ct al., 1995, p. 325). This strategy resembles the mi;;match reset that occurs in ART 
networks when bottonHlp input to the working memory differs substantially from the 
expected patt<~nr being read out through lonp;--tenn memory trace;; from the active lexical 
hypothcsc~s in the masking field. Lilw TRACE, but unlike Cohort, the ShortJi;;t moclcl usm 
lateral inhibition between active word candidates to decide the eornpctition between them. 
Cohort, in:oteacl, pocotulatcs that the: ac:tivity levels of the caucliclatc;; do not influence eaeh 
other, but rather that a higher--level dcei;;iou rncchanism clctennines the outcome of the 
competition between thc~rn. Despite the difficulty of testing between thccoe hypothcseos, 
McQueen ct a,l. (1995) present statistics on lexical ernbcclcling and experimental results 
arguing for the competition between ac.tive e<lndidateos. In particular, any other dec.ision 
mcdranism must show a nmnhcr of scnsitivitie;; simply accountccl for by a lateral inhibitory 
mechanism; for example, "that the activation of each candidate i::; sensitive to the impact 
which that: candidate has on the interpretation of both that part and other part:; of the 
utterance", and an ability "to weigh up each cnncliclatc with rcspeet not ju;;t to that 
eandiclatc's fit to the part of the input with which it is aligned, but also with respect to how 
that candidate fits with other candidates, :;panning other part;; of the input" (IvleQueen ct 
al., 1995, p. 327). Because the eompetition in ARTWOHD is based on the lateral inhibitory 
eonncctions between unithcd representations which continuously integrate the available 
bottom-up phonemic: input, the ARTWOHD model shows exactly these sensitivities. 
All of these models have proviclecl informative accounts of aspects of lexieal segmenta-
tion. However, it is difficult to see how these other models would explain grouping data 
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like those of Rcpp ct aJ ( 1978). One principle limitation of these rnodds is the absence of 
a natural reset mechanism which would allow sinmlt.aneous cornpctitions to influence se-
quentially activated and reset wore! representation~>. It is also unclear how silence interval~> 
function in the above theories and whether they could contribute evidence for particular 
groupings of phonemic items by delaying subsequent activations. For example, in T.RACE, 
a hand-coded silence feature inhibits active word repre:;entations, and thus silence acts as 
a fixed, wordlike competitor. In AI\TvVORD, by contrast, silence is perceived when a tem-
poral break occurs in the rate of reoonance. It. is an emergent property, not a fixed network 
feature. The property of resonant transfer can create a fusion event between list drunks 
only when a delayed item arrives as the first resonance weakens clue to reset. Re:-;onant 
trander thus requires both ART reset mechanisrns and a real·time treatment of silence. 
In turn, the AI\TWORD model can naturally generate trading relations between ac:ouo-
tic cue~;, including oilence, that are problernatic for nrodcls like TRACE. Other problems 
fac:ccl by the TRACE, IviERGE, Shortlist, Interactive Activation, Fuzzy Logie Mode~! of 
Perception, and related model;; are disenssccl in Grossberg (lD99a) and Groosberg et nl. 
(1907). 
9. Discussion: Resonant dynamics and silence in speech perception 
The present article has described the AH.TvVORD neural network model of pct-ceptnal 
integ;ratiort in speech perception, which quantitatively extends earlier AHT-basecl speech 
tnoclcls tci allow rnultiple-itern grouping of phonemes into worcllcvcl representations ( Grofiii·· 
berg, l978a, 1986; Cohen & Gro:;sberg, 1986; Grossberg et a!., 1997). The ATITWOHD 
model posits that the grouping process involves bottom-up activation of word chunks which 
feed back atrcl support their phonemic items. The top-clown snpport of phonemic items, 
in turn, leads to the dynamic crncrgcncc of a resonant event. As inpnts stream into the 
working mc•mory, shifting the evidence for competing dnmks, t.hc resonant wave spread:; 
to different phonemes, tlrcreby creating a shifting a.ttent.ional focus. Cat.c:gorizat.ion and 
grouping of plroncmic irrpnts is shown to depend both explic:itly on phonemic activation 
;;trerrgl:h ancl implicitly on the durations .. or local rates, of input presentation. In particu-
lar, silence intervals can play a crnc.ial role in the transfer of perceptual resonance between 
actively competing eancliclatcs. 
The AI\TvVOHD mo<lcl processes of item integration, dmnk competition, and reso-
nance also illustrate how later-occurring information can infhrcnce the formation of earlier 
percepts. A.gain, the duration of silence in the speech stream cletennim~s key aspects 
of these lmckwarcls effects. For example, at longer silence durations, AI\T\VOHD re·· 
mains able to generate "great" groupings lwc:ansc the habituativc collapse of the GRAY 
dmnk leads to segmentation of the fricative noise "sh" that ;;npports rcsmrances with both 
GREAT and CHIP. Analyses of the problem:-; posed by lexical segrncntation arc beginning 
to rccop;nizc how segmental durations in the speech stream can have profound effects on 
processing and necessitate the kind of limited temporal integration windows that emerge 
from resonant dynamics (sec, e.g., Newman & Sawusch, 1996). As Ma.ttys noted, "the 
litcratnrc ... suggcsts that segmentation problems dictate how lexical processing unfolds in 
time. Sequential proeessing, which for a long time was considered a natural and universal 
princ.iple, can no longer be viewed as the only rncchanisrn during speech proce:;sing ... hoth 
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proactive and retroactive meehanisms seem to be necessary to parse the input successfully" 
(Mattys, 1997, p. 324). 
The resonant dynamics of the ARTWORD system highlight the significance of time 
itself as a dimension in grouping and generating perceived segmentations. The role of 
silence and noise dnrntions, as distinct. from their influence on phonernic item respon:;es, in 
determining the perceived identity of phonemic and lexical units demonstrates the impor-
tance of ongoing t.crnporal integration to the perceptual speech code. "Thilc the acoustic 
cue:; carried by spectral features arc thenrselves dependent on the temporal aspects of the 
speech stream, :;peech research reeogni:oes the importance of the temporal dimcn:;ion of 
information. Rosen (1992, pp. 74 75) described how temporal en11elope inflnmnt-ion, or 
"fluctuations in overall amplitude at rates between about 2 and 50 Hz'', c:ontrilmtc strongly 
to perception of manner (e.g., /I/ vs. /tf / rise-times), tempo, rhythm, stress, and syl-
labificaticm or juncture. Despite the fact that segmental durations have alway:; occupied a 
prominent role in acoustic and phonetic investigations of vowel aml consonant perecption 
(l3astian ct nl., 1961; Rcpp d cd., 1978; Donnan et rd., 1979), psycholingui:;t.ic studies of 
word recognition have only recently begun to take into account time itself as a significant 
processing dimension (Mattys, 1997). 
lVIany lines of evidence support the view of top-down intcrac:tions illustrated in the 
ARTvVORD model whereby higher-level representation:; (e.g., phrase; and words) guide 
phonemic processing. These interactions arc conceptually eonsistent with both the phone-
mic rc;;toration data rc~viewed above. and data. frorn the lexical iclcutification shift, whieh 
shows that phonemic perception along a stimulus continuum (e.g., /g/--/k/) presented in 
word-nonworcl context (e.g., /gift/-/kift/) is biased towards the word (Ganong, 1980; M-
cQueen, 1991; Gordon, Eberhardt, & R.ucckl, 1993). Attention has also been shown to 
modulate the processing of phonemie cues. Gordon et al. (Hl93) showed that distrae-· 
tor tasks differentially alfect subjects' pcrcqJtions of phcmernic distinctions. For cxnmplc, 
formant pattern and vowel duration help distingndr the vowels /i/ (in "beat") and /I/ 
(in "bit"). Attcnl:icnml cle1nands clec:rcasc the relative importance of fonnant pattern ancl 
incrnasc the rdativc importance of duration. Such top-clown grouping dfccts <1lso occur in 
the visual processing of lexical items; c:.g., in the wcml length effect: letters arc pcrccivccl 
more readily when they arc embeclclecl in longer words, up to a certain lcn,a;th (Samuel 
ct. al., 1982, 1983 ), which was prcclic:ted by AHT (Grossberg, 1978a). A vailablc clata thus 
rnake it dear that top-down interactions in the form of attention, semantic and syntactic: 
context, and lexical and phonemic status, all play a role in shaping acoustic information 
snell as segment durations, formant transitions, ancl spccdr··rate cstimatc:s into perceived 
linguistic: units. 
The ART\VOHD modd claboratccl herein provides a further illustration of how reso-
nant dynmnics can explain diverse auditory perecptual event:;, ineludinp; auditory stream 
formation (Govindarajan et nl., 1994; Grossberg, 1999c.) eon:;onantal gerninate-dnsl:c)r clis-
tiw:tions (Grossberg et nl., 1997), awl other qualitative aspects of speech pcrecption (Co-
hen et rd., 1988). The further clevdoprnent of these ART models of resonant interactions 
c:an proceed along :several fronts. vVithin the domains of audition and speech perception, 
a prospect fqr future research concerns the integration of lower-level pitc.h perception (Co-
hen, Grossberg, & Wyse, 1995) and phoneme processing networks (Boardman et al., 1999; 
Cohen & Gro:;sberg, 1997) with higher-level speech and :;trcaming network:;. !\!Iore general-
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ly, the ubiquity of resonant events, and in partieular their dynamic sensitivity to temporal 
variatiom in input, :mgge;;ts that they reflcet universal prineiplcs of adaptive sensory pro-
cesc;ing. As reviewed by Grossberg (1995, 1999cl), a growing body of cvidcnec c;uggests that 
the ART mechanisrns which underly the clynmnie fonnation of resonant events in speech 
arc also common in other attentive brain systems. As specific ART-basel! network:; are de-
veloped to explain even more data, the existence of shared dynamic processing mechanisms 
can further elarify and integrate om understanding of brain function. 
APPENDIX 
A. ARTWORD Model Equations 
ARTWORD is defined nmthenmtically by differential equations which indicate how 
item and dnmk aetivitjco change in time. These network equation:; extend those developed 
in Gro:;sberp; ct al. (1097) to inducle chunks sensitive to nmltiplc items, using the principles 
of the ma:;king ficlcl ardrit.ectme of Cohen and Grossberg (1986, 1987). Below, Greek letter:; 
denote fixed parameter:;, ancl I, ·1o;, nud u, denote the activation level:; of the ith input 
and working rnemory itcrn, and jth lic;t chunk, reiipectivcly. Likewise, z;, and ,c_;, denote 
the quantity of transmitter aetivated by the ith item in the working memory an<l the jth 
chunk, re:;peetivcly. 
II. em. Working M e·rnory 
vVorking memory activation i;; described by a membrmw, or :;hunting, rwt;work equation 
(Grossberg, 197:3). The activity 10; of the ith item coded in working memory dumges 
according to t.h<' equation 
where the :oymhol j H i denot<::; t;he relation "j is connc:et<:d to i"; i.e., the cxi:;tencc 
of an excitatory :;ynaptic pathway between itern i in t;he working memory aml chunk j 
in the p;rouping network. Parmrl<'ter r, common to both the working memory and the 
list dmnking network, defines the p;lobal proee:;;;ing rat<: at; w!tie!t neuron;; in the network 
integrate their inputs. In general, r tracks the mean rate of incoming speech so that 
processing can adjuc;t for variation,; in segmental durations that oecur at cliifcrent speaking 
rates (Gros:;bcrg et nl., HJ07). In the present artidc, ARTWORD ;;inmlates the R.epp et 
rd. (1978) data prc:;cntcd at a single speaking rate, so it suffice:; to fix r to a eonstant 
value for all simulations. 
By Equation (Al), workinp; memory activity increase;; to a ma.xirnum of 1 via excitatory 
inputs that arc slnmtccl by term ( 1-·w; ). Shunting the excitatory inputs ensures that. 
network activity remain:; bounded below 1. For a given item i, two sonrecii of excitation 
exist: the bottorn-up input I; and tlw summed aetivity of all chunks j eomw<:t.ccl to itern i 
by pooitive weights T;r Tire activity u:i of the .i th chunk muiit exceed a positive threshold')',~, 
before it can begin to send excitatory top-down oignals 1lJ =max (u;- 'f.;,, 0) to working 
memory items. Tire signals crnittcd by each dmnk arc then multiplied, or gated, by the 
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supply of ncmotransmitter z:;u cmrently available to that chunk. The net top-clown signal 
is sealed by the global pararneter T/ which indicates the influence of top-clown feeclba.c:k on 
all working mernory item activations relative to bottom-up input I. Top-clown input is 
also gated by the Hcavisicle function of item ac:ti vity, H ( w;) clefi.necl to be zero when w; = 0 
and to be 1 when ·w; > 0. This gating ensures that top--clown feedback docs not activate 
a particular item i until after that itcrn is fi.rst excited by bottom-up input I;. Thus, it 
performs a matching process that prevents the top-clown expectations themselves from 
activating their own itcrns in the absence of external input. Some partial activation from 
bottom-up input, however weak, is necessary for top-clown fceclbac:k to begin to support 
phonemic i tern codes. 
Three somces of inhibitory input act to counter the excitation of each working memory 
item. Each item decays passively at rate ct, and actively clue to both non-specific top-
clown inhibition anll on-center, off-surround competition within the working memory. The 
top-clown inhibition via the term (3 Lk Vk serves as an automatic gain control to attenuate 
m suppress urwxpectccl features in the working mcrnory as chunks in the grouping nct-
wmk become active, and to balance the excitatory support which expected items receive 
from their active dumks. The on--center, off-surround competition via the term ~>: LJ.-ji 'llik 
keeps the total activity in the working memory nornrali;-;c<l by attenuating old itcrns as 
new ones become active. This cornpct.ition also produces a natural recency gradient of 
tcrnporal order information, so that, other things being equal, a more recently presented 
input will c.onnnand a higlwr item a.<:tiva.tion and thus a greater proportion of the total 
activity forming the [[:;patial]] pattern acro:;s working rnemory than would a lcs:; recently 
presented input. The th]'(:C inhibitory inputs to each itcrn are shunted by the term -w;, 
keepinp; item activity bomHlecl to be greater than or equal to ;-;ero. 
Lio~t Chnnkinq NetwoTk 
Each list node, or chunk, in the grouping network is comlccte<l via top-down :;ynaptic 
pathways to the smnc itcrns in the working nwmory that excite it. in a bottom-up fashion. 
The top-clown wcip;hts T;; arc identical to tlw corresponding bott.onr-up wcig;hts T;_;. Like 
items in the working memmy, chunks in tl1<: grouping network obey shunting mcrnhnme 
equations whose integration rate is nwdulated by parameter r. For list node j in the 
grouping network, activity 1lj changes acconling to the equation 
rlu l ( p ,~ + . . . ) ( . ,-~ , ) l / = f (1 -- ?11 ) -,- L., T;;lO; Ziw + 0;,/(v._;).z_;, - U; b -1- L., 1/)!,-j(j(Uk) (J q.l i·~f k~j.)' 
. {', 
where the :;igmoiclal signal function:; f and .c; aet to contrast-enhan<·e the excitatory 
inhibitory chunk interaction:;, respectively, and arc defined by 
·) 
c 
f(:r) = 0.752 + :c2 and 
( A.2) 
and 
(A3) 
/\.s in the working memory, both excitatory and inhibitory inputs to list nodes are 
shunted via the terms (1- u,;) and -u;, respectively, thereby keeping list node activity 
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bounded between zero and one. Li;;t nodes arc excited by their working memory items 
w;,-i <-> j, when item aetivity exceeds a tllrcsholcli·;w· Thrcsholdccl activity wt = max(w;-
/'iw, O) is rnultipliccl by synaptic: weights T 1; and further gated by the neurotransmitter 
available to caeh item, Ziw before exciting list nodes via term .;:, Li-.i T 1;'1ut.ziw· The itcrn 
activations that excite a. list node are normalized by the number of items that form synaptic 
connections with that node; that is, by the number of itemo cncoclccl by the lic;t. Term 
pj ¢.i• where ¢J is proportional to the nurnber of itemo cncoclccl by list chunk .i, affects 
this normalization, or eonoervation of synaptic sites. Nonna1izing by list length helps to 
prevent dmnko from becoming active above their positive feedback thresholds ·y.i, before 
all of their eonstituent items have been activated in the working memory. 
Each list node also :;end;; oelf-exeitatory input r/JJ f( u; )ZJ, via the sigmoidal signal func-
tion, f(u). This positive feedback is sealed to be larger for chunks encoding long;er lists, 
via the term ¢.;. Sealing ;;elf-excitatory feedback in proportion to liot length gives larger 
chunks a competitive advantage when all of their items arc active in the working memory 
by allowing them to overcome the greater activations of chunks coding for subliots of their 
itcrns. Self-excitatory fcedlmck io abo gated by a. chunk's available tran;;rnittcr supply -'.in· 
Sudr gating cn:;urcs that resetting of dnmk activation by habituative collapse io posoihlc. 
Inhibitory input to each chunk comes from only two sourcco: passive decay and com-
petition from other dmnks. Chunk pasoive decay is determined by parameter b, chosen 
to be smaller than item passive decay n :;o that chunk aetivity lags the ite.m activity it 
is integrating (Crosshcrp; ct rd., 1997). The inhibition r;,·#i 1/'kJg(uk) frorn other dmnks is 
scaled by the feedback function g ddincrl in Equation (A3), and by the inhibitory ;;ynap-
tic coeff-icients ·1h·.i def-ining the competitive strength between two dmnko k and j. The 
1j1 eodfieients arc set to 7-Cl"O for two d1unks that code for nmtually exclusive lists, and 
grow with increasing overlap between chunks. Cohen and Grossberg (108G) defined tlw 
strength of the inhibitory interaction frorn chunk k to chunk j in proportion to the product 
IKI(iKnJI+1), where IA-1 and I.JI denote the kngths of the lists coded by dnmks k and j. 
Sudr a rule specifics that elmnk;; coding for longer lists have stronger masking paramcten; 
(via lEI), that inhibition grows proportionally to li;;t overlap (via IE n .JI), ancl that. all 
chunks maintain weak long-range inhibitory interaction:; (via the tcrrn 1). In the present 
article, the r/>k., were selected based on chunk size and overlap, but varier! as neecssary 
because, unlike in the network developed by Cohen and Grosolwrg (1986), the nH\sking 
field diclnot contain all possible clmnks coding the itcrns in the working memory. 
By Equation (A3), inhibitory fecdlmck LkfJ rf'kJ!J(uk) between chunks becomes active 
earlier than dmnk :;elf-excitatory feedback ;i,'·· L;_,. r;;wi' Ziw bcnmsc of the snmllcr tcrrn 
; ) . . 
0.152 in the definition of g(:r) than tcnn 0.7:i2 in f( :1: ). This prcdorninantly inhibitory inter-
action within the grouping network helps to prevent chunks frorn entering ;;elf-sustaining 
positive fccrlbaek loops when they arc presenter! with an insufficient input. 
Trnns'lniUer Dynnm.ics 
Erpmtiono (Al) ancl (A2) show that all opecific signals between the working memory 
and grouping network, as well as excitatory feedback within the grouping network, arc 
gated by their respective levels of available transmitter. Tranomittcro for items and lists 
nodes obey laws of an identical form, introduced by Grossberg (1969): 
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1~11 z,,;(t) = (1- z,;) E -- Zwi [,\w( + p(w/?], (A4) 
(A5) 
Similar laws have recently been reported in vi;;ual and somatosensory cortex (Abbott, 
Varela, Sen, & Nelson, 1997; Markram & Tsodyks, 1996). In Equation;; (A4) and (A5), 
tranc;mitterc; accumulate at constant ra.tc E until they attain a maxirnal level of 1 via 
the shunting term (1 - .c:). ·when no signals arc consurning the transmitter supply, :;o 
that v,+ = 0, or u+ = 0, then the transrnittcr accumulates until it equilibrates at a 
value of 1. When supra.thrcsholcl signalii w+ or v+ arc sent along the pathways, then 
transmitter habituates to lower cquilibrimn values as cletennincd by the strength of the 
signals and by the panunctcrs ,\ and/1, which :,;pecify linear and quadratic rates of activity· 
clepcnclcnt transmitter inactivation, n'spcctivcly (Gaudiano & Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg 
ct al., 1997). 
Jnpni to wm'king rncuw·ry 
AilTWORD incorporates fixed acoustic-phonetic pathway;;, assumed to have been 
learned during a prior stage of self-organization, into the activation of workin12; rncmo .. 
ry items. Thu;o phonemic item re;oponses will be stronger to sound;; that better match 
the bottorrHlp pattem extracted by lower levels of transient and sustained auditory signal 
proccs;oing, as in Boardrnan ct al. ( 1999). For example, a shorter fricative noise interval 
will provide greater input. to the /tJ/ item in working rnemory than to the /I/ item, be-
cause in natural speech the voicdcs;o affricate consonant has a shorter duration t.lmn the 
voiceless fricative (Howell & Ro:,;cn, 1983). Greater input can, in !!;Cnent.l, take the form of 
activation at a g'l'eaie'l' Mnplihule or a1:tivation for a longer dnmtion. In the simulations, 
input to the /g/, /r/, /ci/, /I/, allll /P/ items were fixed as pulsl'fi of equal amplituck 
all(! dmation fm all combination:; of :,;ilcncc and noise dmations. Input to the stop /t/, 
affricate /tf/, and fricative /J/ items wnsisted of fixed amplitude pulses whose durations 
dcpcll(lccl on the segmental durations of silence and noise. In particular, the duration of 
the /t/ item was cho:;cn to increase monotonica.lly with the interval of preceding :;ilcnce 
and tht: duration of noise, such that its tluration ranged from 10 mscc: (at silence dmations 
::; 10 m:;ce) to 41 msec (maximal / t / input, at silence clmation= 100 rnscc, noise dura-
tion=182 mscc). The /tJ/ input clmation increased monotonically with silence dnration 
but decreased exponentially with increasing fricative noise duration, while the /J/ input 
belwvccl in a cornplem1mtary fashion. Unless otherwise noted, the durations of the /I/, 
jtf/, allll/I/ input pulses rdlccting Uw acou:;tie phonetic rnap arc given hy the following 
equations: 
Dmation of /t/ = 10 + 0.025(N D - 52)VSD~:, (AG) 
D . f' I 1'1 ( •)') 0()'2'>J'VIJ . (C'D JVD + 18 uratwn o t = 4.o :.., - · · · mm ,J , -·-· 
2 
), (A7) 
and 
Dmation of /J/ = N D- Duration of /t.J/, (AS) 
where N D = duration of the frieative noise, SD 
interval, and SD+ = max(SD- 10, 0). 
B. Parameters Used in ARTWORD Simulations 
duration of the preeecling silence 
This seetion deserihcs the parameters used to generate the simulations depietcd in 
Sections 6 and 7. Greek letters refer to parameters in Eqns. (A1}(A5). In the following, 
phonemic item codes are indexed by i = 1, ... , 8, denoting respectively iterns /g/, /r/, /ei/, 
/ t /, / tJ /, /J /, /I/, and /p /. Chunk codes arc indexed by j = 1, ... , 4, denoting respectively 
chunks GTIAY, GREAT, CHIP, and SHIP. All weights given below arc itenHo-chunk 
weights T;j, since the rcciproc:al weights arc equal; i.e., Ti:i = T:ii· Thus, for example, in 
describing the weights T;j, the value r 12 denotes the weight between the first item (/g/) ami 
the second ehunk (GREAT). In describing the inhibitory coefficients between chunks, 1/'kJ, 
the first subscript k denotes the oonrc:e of the inhibitory signal and the second subscript 
j denotes the target. Thus, "1/':1 2 denote:> the inhibitory inHuenee of chunk 3 (CHIP) on 
ehunk 2 (GREAT). Unless otherwise noted, 1('!-J = IEI(IEn .!I), where 11.:1 and I.JI denote 
the lengths of the lists eoclcd by chunks k and j. Each nornrali~a.tion coefficient fP.; was 
set equal to the number of inputs encoded by chunk j; i.e., q)i = I { Ti.i : r;:i > 0}1. For all 
sinmlations, the following parameters were fixed: r = 0.7; n = 0.03; ~>: = 0.1; f] = 1; p = 
70; b = 0.02; ,\ = 0.10; /1 = 3.0; /'iw = 0.12, 'ii. In Section 6, f = ().()1 ancl in Section 7, <' 
= 0.05. 
Section 6.1, Fignrcs 9 ancl10: The masking field conta,ins two clmnks, u 1 =GRAY, u2 
=CHIP. Top-clown thresholds were set to 'fJ, = 0.12, '(2, = O.H. Top-clown feedback seale 
parameter 'I in Equation (A:L) was set to 0. vVcights between item:> and chunks were as 
follOWS: TJJ = 0.1333; T21 = 0.2333; T:JJ = 0.43:34; T 12 = 0.1000; T22 = 0.15()(); T:12 = 0.2500: 
r 12 = 1.2000. All other weights Ti.i === 0. Inhibitory coefficients were 1) 1 ,2 = '1/J2 ,1 == 12. For 
Figure 9, the /g/ iten1 was activated from 1 = 0 to I= G2. For Figure 10, the item:.; jp;j. 
/r/, ancl /ei/ were activated :;cquentially for 62 msec each, beginning at I= 0. 
Section G.2, Figure 1:1.: All parameters were chosen as above, except the top-tlown 
feedback parameter 11 in Equation (Al) was set to 3. In Figm:c llA, item activation wa:; 
as in Figure 10. In Figure llB, item aetivation was as in Figure l.lA with the additional 
activation of the /t/ item following the oH.:.;ct of the jei/ item, for a duration of 62 msec. 
Scetion 6.3, Figures 12 and 13: All pararnctcr:.; were chosen as above, cxcq1t for the 
input presentation. For Figure 12, the duration of the /t/ item aetivat:ion was 34 msec. 
The items /g/, /r/, and /ci/, were activated sccprcntially for G2 msce each, bcgirminp; at 
t = 0 rnscc. The /t/ itcnr was activated after a silcnc:e duration of 60, 65, 70, ancl 75 mscc, 
in A, B, C, and D, respectively. 
For Figure 13, the silence dnration between /ei/ offset and /t/ onset varied from 50 
msce to 100 mscc in steps of 5 nrsec. The clnration of the /t/ itcnr activation varied from 
32 msce to 52 rnsee in steps of 2 mscc. For each cornbination of silcnec dnration and /t/ 
duration, the entire network was integrated and total activation of the GREAT chunk 
was computed. To produce Figure 13, a two-dimensional grid with 1 msce steps in each 
dimension between 50-100 allC! 32-52 rnsecs was ercatecl and the G TIE AT chunk activation 
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was interpolated over this grid using a enbie polynornial. Figure 13 i:; a contour map of 
the resulting value:;, with darker shades represc~nting greater GREAT dmnk activation. 
Scetion 6.4, Figure 14: Chunk inhibitory coefficients were 1jJ21 = 12, 1/>2:3 = 3, r/>:32 = 4. 
Top-clown thresholcl/3, = 0.12. "!eights bctwcen items and chunks 1 and 2 were as above, 
with the exception that 742 = 1.6. The weights between items and chunk 3 (CHIP) arc as 
follows: 7 5:3 = 0.35; 7t>:J = (J.(Jl; 7r:J = 0.20; 78:3 = 0.25. All other pa.ra.rncters were chosen 
as above. 
Section 7, Figures 15 17: Top-clown thresholds were set to Tiu = 0.18, all j. Weights 
between items and dmnks 1-3 were as above, cxeept that 7.1:J = 0.02 ancl Ttn = 0.02. The 
weights between items and chunk 4 (SHIP) are as follows: r5•1 = 0.02; 7tA = 0.35; TH = 
0.20; 78•1 = 0.25. Chunk inhibitory coefficient:; were '1/>:12 = 1, 1/>2:1 = 15, 1/1,3•1 = 0, ·1/•n = 0. 
Silence durations and item activation dnrations for items 5, 6, and 7 were as specified in 
Equations (A6) (AS). Input arnplitude:; were 0.18 (items 5, 6, 7, and 8), 0.36 (item 4), 
and 0.12 (itcrns 1, 2, and 3). All other parameters were ehooen as above. 
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